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REPORT OF THE SEVENTEENTH SESSION OF THE
GCOS STEERING COMMITTEE
1. Opening of the Session
The Seventeenth Session (SCXVII) of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Steering
Committee (SC) was held in Paris, France from 2730 October 2009 at the headquarters of the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), one of the four Sponsors of GCOS. This report
provides an overview of the presentations and discussion at the session and identifies specific action
items flowing from the deliberations of the SC. The list of participants is provided in Annex 1, the
agenda for the session is given in Annex 2, the list of the available documents is included as Annex 3,
and a consolidated list of actions is given in Annex 4.

1.1.

Opening Remarks

The Chairman of the Steering Committee, Professor John Zillman, opened the session. He began his
remarks by thanking Dr Patricio Bernal, the Executive Secretary of the IOC for hosting the session.
He extended a welcome to all the participants (Annex 1), noting, in particular, the representatives of
the other Sponsors of GCOS, Dr. Norberto Fernandez for the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), Dr Gisbert Glaser for the International Council for Science (ICSU), and Dr
Wenjian Zhang for the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). He formally welcomed the six of
1
seven new members of the Committee who were able to attend the session, Dr Alan Belward, Dr
Anny Cazenave, Dr Barry Goodison, Dr Mohammed Kadi, Dr Kazutoshi Onogi, and Dr Lianchun
Song, and especially welcomed the participation of Dr Eric Lindstrom, the new Chairman of the Ocean
Observations Panel for Climate (OOPC). Prof Zillman also extended a special welcome to the
Director of the GCOS Secretariat, Dr Carolin Richter, as this was her first SC session since taking up
her position on 1 April 2009. He noted the SC’s appreciation to Dr Alexander Karpov for filling in as
interim Director of the GCOS Secretariat for nine months. He concluded his welcome by expressing
his appreciation for the work of the GCOS Secretariat.
Following his welcome, the Chairman emphasized that it is the job of the Steering Committee to
provide guidance to the Sponsors, participating organizations, and the Secretariat. He stressed that
the role of the SC is not to implement but to provide advice and guidance, and he noted that “GCOS”
is not the SC or Secretariat—it is the observing system. He pointed out that the SC would need to
address some important issues during this session, including the relationship of GCOS with the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), the relationship of GCOS to the soon to be created Global Framework for Climate
Services (GFCS), and the need to harmonize GCOS with the Global Earth Observation System of
Systems (GEOSS). The Chairman noted that the need for an effective GCOS is now far greater than
when it was first established almost 20 years ago, so the SC must do its best to provide wise
guidance for its future development.

1.2.

Welcome by IOC on Behalf of the Sponsors

Dr Albert Fischer, speaking for Dr Patricio Bernal and on behalf of the Sponsors of GCOS, welcomed
participants to the IOC and expressed his hope that the session would be a productive one.

1.3.

Approval of the Agenda

The agenda for SCXVII was constructed to facilitate SC review of progress with GCOS planning and
implementation from both the system provider and system user perspectives and to focus attention on
a number of strategic issues on which the Committee’s indepth advice to the Sponsors and
participating organizations is needed to guide the further development of GCOS.
1

The seventh new member, Dr. Tom Karl, was unable to attend the session. He did, however, participate by teleconference
for some agenda items.
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The Chairman asked the SC members if they had any questions about the final draft agenda or
wished to propose modifications to it. The Committee agreed that the agenda could be adjusted, as
necessary, as the session proceeded, and, on this basis, it was approved.

1.4.

Arrangements for the Session

Dr William Westermeyer, the Secretariat officer responsible for the organization of the session,
outlined the steps that the Secretariat planned to follow in drafting the report of the session. He noted
that all Secretariat staff would be taking notes of presentations and discussions, with responsibility for
covering particular agenda items allocated among staff; that the draft session report would be
developed from oral comments, PowerPoint slides, and the written documents participants had
submitted; that the complete list of actions would be included in the report; that the draft report would
be circulated to SC members and other participants for comment prior to its finalization; and that the
final SCXVII Report would be approved by the Chairman in the light of comments received on the
draft.
Dr. Albert Fischer briefed the participants on logistical issues and other useful information, such as
navigating in the IOC complex and getting around Paris.

2. Report of the Director
Dr Carolin Richter, the Director of the GCOS Secretariat since April 2009, reported on the status of
the Secretariat. She focused on four themes—the GCOS budget, Secretariat activities, fundraising,
and reporting mechanisms.

2.1.

Budget

Concerning the budget, Dr Richter noted that it varied considerably from year to year depending on
contributions from donors, but that the trend in the last few years has been downward. The funds
available for staff salaries and Secretariat activities in 2009 have been the least in years and are at
the minimum of what is needed (approximately $US600,000 annually) to carry out essential
Secretariat operations. She noted that one cannot carry out activities without staff and that after the
salaries of the two staff members who are not covered by the WMO contribution are taken into
account, very little has been available for activities in 2009. The Director showed the SC members
the sources of funds in the GCOS Trust Fund. These are derived from the Sponsors, other
organizations, and individual countries, with funds designated for use either for Secretariat activities
and salaries or for system improvement. Sponsor funding has not been consistent in the last few
years. WMO has made by far the largest and most consistent contributions from year to year,2
whereas contributions by other organizations, never great, were particularly low in 2009. National
contributions tend to vary considerably from year to year, while funds available for system
improvement have declined substantially since 2007. System improvement funds are provided by
donors for hardware and other improvements in observing networks and cannot be used to support
Secretariat activities.

2.2.

Secretariat Issues

The Director noted that the Secretariat staff consists of herself and an Administrative Assistant, who
are both supported by WMO; of a Senior Scientific Officer and Scientific Officer, whose salaries are
entirely dependent on “extrabudgetary” resources that must be raised on an annual basis; and of a
Junior Professional Officer (JPO), who is being funded by Germany for 2 years (which end in
September 2010).3 She noted that it may be possible to attract another JPO in the future, but that this
was by no means certain. Another possibility for shortterm, juniorlevel assistance could be through
the Carlo Schmid Intern Programme.

2
3

However, the WMO contribution for 2008 was not paid until 2009.
A contract extension for one year is possible for the JPO.
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The Director next discussed the current activities of the staff. Some of the broad categories of activity
in which the Secretariat engages include: dealing with Sponsors; Steering Committee and Panel
support; budgeting and fundraising; regional activities; interaction with the UNFCCC/SBSTA, including
preparation of invited reports and assessments; engagement with IPCC, GEO, and others; limited
network management; facilitating the GCOS Cooperation Mechanism; engaging with the satellite
community; startup support for the GCOS Reference Upper Air Network (GRUAN); interaction with
WMO processes; and outreach and communication activities. Given the large and growing number of
activities in which the Secretariat is engaged, the Director indicated that either an increase in staff or a
strict setting of priorities for future activities would be needed. In any case, the Secretariat will need to
focus on fundraising in the next few years in order to carry out its increasing responsibilities.
The Director indicated that the GCOS Secretariat formally reported to the WMO Executive Council
and to the IOC Assembly in 2009. Neither she nor the GCOS Chairman were invited to report to the
UNEP Governing Council, but the views of the Chairman were communicated through the Chairman’s
letter to the executive heads of all the Sponsors and through other, less formal means. She noted
that, despite SC and Secretariat efforts over the years, GCOS still has a perception problem in many
instances. Many, even within the Sponsor organizations, continue to think that GCOS is just the
GCOS Surface Network (GSN) and GCOS Upper Air Network (GUAN). The Secretariat will have to
work hard to dispel this erroneous belief.

2.3.

Advice from the SC

In the discussion that followed, SC members expressed concern about the Secretariat’s budget.
They found the Director’s budget analysis valuable and noted that it was challenging to maintain a
stable budget to support the GCOS Secretariat. One member noted that now that the GCOS
Secretariat is housed within the WMO Observing and Information Systems (OBS) Department, it
would be appropriate for the Department to support the Secretariat in activities related to the WMO
Integrated Global Observing System (WIGOS) programme and to the emerging GFCS. Other
members noted that: a) it would be useful to have available a table showing the full costs of operating
the Secretariat, including, for example, the cost of the German support of the JPO, b) it would be
helpful to understand more clearly why there has been such variation in the GCOS budget, and c) an
improved funding strategy would be important to include in the GCOS Memorandum of Understanding
when it is updated. The representative of UNEP noted that none of the cosponsored observing
systems (GCOS, GOOS, GTOS) report to the UNEP Governing Council, but that a funding formula
that responds to the changing environment might be considered in the future. The ICSU
representative noted that ICSU’s inability to contribute financially to support the Secretariat (or other
similar bodies) did not mean that it was less interested in GCOS but was only a reflection of its limited
means. The limited ICSU funds available, he noted, were used only as “seed money” to start new
initiatives. The Director indicated that the intellectual and emotional support provided by ICSU was of
great importance, and that support generally is not all about money. The representative of the GTOS
Secretariat noted that he had great sympathy with the budget struggles of the GCOS Secretariat, as
his were similar. He expressed the view of many that observations do not attract a level of funding
commensurate with needs and noted that to keep the GTOS programme running, funding four to five
times what the Sponsors provide is required.
Action 1. Further Development of GCOS. The SC requested the Director of the GCOS Secretariat
to widely and promptly promulgate the advice and guidance of the Committee regarding the further
development of GCOS.
Action 2. Briefing for Executive Secretary of the IOC. The SC requested the Director to liaise with
appropriate IOC and GOOS contacts to arrange a briefing of the new Executive Secretary on the
mission of GCOS and on the complementary roles of GCOS and GOOS.
Action 3. Strengthening Communication with Sponsors. The SC requested the Director to
strengthen communication with the Sponsors and key partners and to arrange for annual reporting to
their respective executive and governing bodies on the progress of GCOS. It emphasized that this
should be done in a manner consistent with, and complementary to, the reporting responsibilities of
the SC Chairman.
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3. Report of the Chairman
The Chairman introduced his written document, noting that its three parts (summarized in the
subsections below) reported on his activities since SCXVI, major issues facing GCOS, and his
expectations for SCXVII. Before summarizing his written statement, however, the Chairman reflected
on the history of GCOS and on his time as SC Chairman. He noted the importance of GCOS and of
the broader concept of an integrated global observing system serving all needs for Earth
observations, i.e., of GEOSS, and believed these systems must be fully aligned. He stressed the
importance of crossdomain and inter and nongovernmental collaboration. He noted that, in his
view, the original concept of GCOS as underpinning all components of the World Climate Programme
(WCP) has not been as successful as it should have been, in part because of the failure of the
Sponsors and other international organizations to follow through on implementing the “Climate
Agenda.” GCOS itself has suffered from several perception problems during this time, including
confusion arising from the G3OS concept;4 the frequent failure to distinguish between GCOS the
global system of systems, GCOS the programme, and GCOS the Secretariat; and the perception of
some within WMO and elsewhere that GCOS was competing and/or working at cross purposes with
them rather than attempting to help them perform their climaterelated functions in a coordinated way.
It also lost contact for some years with the space community and, in the view of the Chairman, had
alienated some National Meteorological Services (NMSs) by treating the creation of the GSN and
GUAN in a “top down” manner, and later, by overlooking the role of NMSs as important “agents of
implementation” in the 2004 Implementation Plan for the Global Observing System for Climate in
Support of the UNFCCC. Moreover, the Chairman noted that most delegations to the IOC are
confused about GCOS and the relationship between GCOS and GOOS.
The Chairman noted that, after 1999, the UNFCCC’s Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice (SBSTA) began to interact directly with the GCOS Secretariat. This was a positive
development for GCOS but also led to some tension within WMO as GCOS developed a higher profile
in UNFCCC fora than WMO itself. He had hoped that, as SC Chairman, he could help the community
of WMO Permanent Representatives (PRs) feel more ownership for GCOS and that he could
convince the GEO community that GCOS was an excellent prototype for GEOSS, but he noted that
progress on both these fronts has been slow and elusive. Building a sense of ownership of GCOS in
the GEO community has been particularly difficult, as many involved in the GEO process don’t like
other established systems, such as GCOS, being seen as umbrellas for GEOSS activities. Hence,
those who do not know or understand the history of GCOS tend to downplay its significance in the
GEOSS framework.
As for the future, the Chairman expressed optimism about the contribution of WIGOS to GCOS,
noting, however, that the GCOSWIGOS relationship is still not well understood by many people.
With the existence of WIGOS, he believed, the GCOS SC and Secretariat would no longer need to
concern themselves with ensuring that the various observing programmes of WMO work together
effectively. This function would devolve to those responsible for implementation of WIGOS, and thus,
if successful, would be a positive development for both WMO and GCOS. The Chairman advocated
that the GCOS SC and Secretariat maintain a strong commitment to the GEO/GEOSS process, noting
that, as the GCOS/GEOSS relationship becomes understood in the communities that matter, there
should be great potential for mutual support and benefit. The Chairman observed that GCOS is
already a good example of the “UN System Delivering as One” process and that the Sponsors have
the opportunity to take advantage of this fact and gain wider credit for it. Regarding the proposed
GFCS, the Chairman viewed it as fundamentally important that observations be seen as underpinning
the provision of all climate services. He noted that the impending creation of the GFCS provides a
huge opportunity to show how nations can work together to provide the full range of observations
needed for climate services. The GCOS SC, in particular, needs to develop a strategy to enable
GCOS to play its proper role. In ending his initial remarks, the Chairman noted that there is a strong
basis for optimism about the future of GCOS, but that he will leave the position of SC Chairman
somewhat disappointed that more had not been accomplished during his term and, in particular, that
he had not succeeded in motivating an update of the 1995 GCOS Plan over the past four years.
4

G3OS refers to GCOS, GOOS, and GTOS. The confusion arises because this formulation leads to the impression that the
three observing systems represent the three different domainsatmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrialwhereas in fact GCOS is
a crosscutting observing system comprised of all the climaterelevant components of all the observing systems for all three
domains.
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3.1.

Report on Activities Since SCXVI

The main activities of the Chairman on behalf of the SC since SCXVI in Geneva in October 2008, as
noted in his written report, consisted of:
·
·
·
·

Reporting to, and interaction with, the GCOS sponsors;
Guidance to the GCOS Secretariat;
Representation of GCOS in related fora; and
GCOS promotion and advocacy,

with progress reported to SC members by the Secretariat through the newly instituted GCOS
Newsletter in lieu of the former twiceyearly letters from the Chairman. The Chairman recalled his
comprehensive written report to the Sponsors following SCXVI and expressed appreciation for the
feedback received.
With respect to guidance to the Secretariat the Chairman has continued to work closely with the
Director and Secretariat staff throughout the year. He noted that the Secretariat has been carrying a
heavy load of activities, both in response to the decisions of SCXVI and in respect of a wide range of
other GCOS and observations/climate related activities. The most significant issues on which the
Chairman has attempted to represent the views of the Steering Committee in providing guidance to
the Secretariat have included: working with the WMO Secretariat in the context of the evolving
GCOSWIGOS relationship; GCOSWCRP (World Climate Research Programme) collaboration;
building the relationship with the GEO Secretariat; developing the GCOS budget; GCOS
representation at meetings of other bodies; achieving observer status with the IPCC; appointment of
GCOS National Coordinators; the role of GCOS in the postWorld Climate Conference3 (WCC3)
Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS); the role of the GCOS Secretariat in broader outreach
activities; and liaison with the UNFCCC Secretariat.
The Chairman noted the various WMO and other fora in which he had represented GCOS during the
previous year and the opportunities taken to promote GCOS in the broader community, including at
scientific meetings such as the Annual Meeting of the American Meteorological Society.

3.2.

Major Issues Facing GCOS

The major issues currently facing GCOS, as summarized by the Chairman in his Report, included the
following:
·

·

·

·

·

GCOS as a partnership between the UN System and ICSU. Pressures and opportunities
for the Sponsors to recommit to the joint nature of the GCOS concept exist, but this will
require a new spirit of trust and cooperation at all levels within the sponsoring organizations
and among those responsible for their contributing observing systems to establish the level of
coordination and mutual support that will be needed to meet the expectations of the post
WCC3 user communities.
Development of GCOS as the observational component of the GFCS. The WCC3
Conference Statement identified GCOS as the appropriate international framework for climate
observations in support of the GFCS. The Chairman noted the importance of the preparation
of an “implementation plan for a global observing system in support of the provision of climate
services” to enable the Sponsors to provide coordinated input to the GFCS design process.
GCOS in support of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
UNFCCC. There now exist opportunities, and indeed an obligation, to advance GCOS to a
more effective level of support for both the IPCC climate change assessments and for the
UNFCCC policy process.
GCOS as the climate component of GEOSS. A renewed emphasis is needed on reaching
a common understanding in the GEO community of the role of GCOS as the climate
(observing) component of GEOSS.
Status and funding of the GCOS Secretariat. If the proposed new GFCS is to achieve
broad credibility as a UN Systemwide undertaking rather than as a primarilyWMO initiative,
it will be critically important to reaffirm the crossagency ownership of its two established
building blocks (GCOS and the WCRP) and to provide the GCOS Secretariat with the
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·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

perceived independence from its individual sponsors and the core funding necessary for it to
perform the greatly expanded role that the broader community will expect of it.
Observation of cryospheric, biogeochemical, ecosystem, and socioeconomic
variables. Developments within the UNFCCC and the broader climate and sustainability
agenda (including especially the proposed GFCS) indicate that there is an increasing need for
more comprehensive and more detailed environmental and socioeconomic information for
‘climate’ purposes in all countries.
GCOS network hierarchy and the Essential Climate Variable (ECV) concept. The ECV
concept represents an entirely different concept for GCOS from that of the coordinated
aggregate of all the national and agency networks and systems required for climate purposes
that had provided the original motivation for its establishment. This original concept will now
need to be addressed again and reconciled with the ECV approach in the context of
observational support for national climate services within the GFCS framework.
Coordination of the spacebased component of GCOS. Given the recent increased
emphasis on climate observations in several of the space agencies, it may be timely for the
GCOS SC to consult with the space community and the GCOS Sponsors to consider whether
reconstitution of a GCOS Space Panel and a strengthened satellite focus in the GCOS
Secretariat would be conducive to more effective implementation of the spacebased
component of GCOS.
National coordination arrangements for GCOS. It is important to followup on the process
launched by the Secretariat to encourage countries to establish GCOS National Committees
and National Coordinators, e.g., by establishing links between the GCOS Secretariat and the
nominated National Coordinators, coordinating effectively with the broader national
coordination arrangements envisaged under GEOSS, and linking the GCOS National
Coordinator initiative strongly with the serviceoriented national activities under the proposed
GFCS.
Achieving longterm sustainability of GCOS networks and systems. There has been
little success to date in any country in finding a recipe for transitioning essential proven
components of GCOS from research to sustained operational funding. The issue of longterm
sustainability of GCOS networks needs to be addressed in the context of GEOSS, GFCS, and
longterm cooperative action under the UNFCCC.
Sponsor management of GCOS matters. The channels of communication between the
GCOS SC and Secretariat and the GCOS Sponsors have become more diffuse in recent
years. It would be helpful to the future planning and implementation of GCOS if a coordinated
dialog on options for improved communication and management of GCOS matters could be
initiated by the Sponsors, e.g., through the Interagency Coordinating and Planning
Committee for Earth Observations (ICPC).
Energizing the GCOS Cooperation Mechanism (GCM) process. The GCM was devised in
the late 1990s to help mobilize the resources needed for effective GCOS implementation in
developing countries. It has struggled to achieve critical mass despite its obvious and growing
importance and now needs to be reviewed and improved, in particular, in the context of the
proposed new GFCS.
Updating the GCOS Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The GCOS MOU was last
updated in 1998. As a result of some significant changes since that time in the environment
in which GCOS operates, the SC has for some time been urging its update, including the
formal addition of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) as a fifth cosponsor. The
Chairman now believes that, in the wake of the WCC3, the Sponsors should consider
formally reconstituting GCOS under the overall umbrella of the GFCS.
A new GCOS Strategic Plan. An urgent and important task for the GCOS Secretariat and
SC is to integrate all the decisions and developments since the original 1995 GCOS Plan was
drafted into an updated Strategic Plan for GCOS. Such an updated Plan would be the basis
for a coordinated effort on promotion and implementation of GCOS. An updated Plan would
also improve Sponsor understanding of GCOS and increase commitment to its
implementation at both global and national levels.
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3.3.

Expectations of SCXVII

The Chairman reminded SC members of the importance of formulating clear actionable advice to the
Sponsors and specific followup actions for the Panels, Secretariat, and other GCOS stakeholders.
Among the most importance strategic outcomes that he hoped for from the session were:
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

3.4.

Clear decisions on the recommendations of the Panels and feedback to, and guidance on,
their work;
Enhanced mutual understanding of issues, roles and objectives between the GCOS Sponsors
and SC;
An approved GCOS Annual Report for 20082009 providing a succinct update on progress for
the information of the GCOS Sponsors and other stakeholders;
Enhanced SC understanding of, and support for, the role and activities of the major observing
systems which make up GCOS;
An updated SC assessment of the effectiveness of the various GCOS implementation
mechanisms and agreed guidance for new or enhanced approaches to GCOS
implementation, including views on how to enhance the effectiveness of the GCOS
Cooperation Mechanism;
Clear guidance for preparation of a comprehensive strategy for the development of GCOS as
the observational component of the proposed GFCS;
A new assessment of user needs and expectations from the main established GCOS user
programs and communities;
SC guidance as to how to most efficiently and effectively plan and implement GCOS within
the overall framework of GEOSS;
SC views on updating of the GCOS governance arrangements and the GCOS Plan in the
light of developments over the past decade;
SC views on important new initiatives and funding opportunities for the next few years; and
Agreement on a concise list of followup actions to guide the development of GCOS over the
coming year.

Advice from the SC

Several SC members, speaking on behalf of all members, thanked the Chairman for all he has
accomplished. Some noted that the Chairman had been unnecessarily harsh in his assessment of
progress over the past four years, pointing out that, in some respects, for example in the startup of
GRUAN and in space agency contributions, GCOS is working much better. One of the Sponsor
representatives agreed with the assessment of the Chairman that the relationship of GCOS with its
Sponsors has been less that perfect. He expressed his desire that the SC think about how to address
gaps in the perception of GCOS so that its various constituents can better understand the concept.
Action 4. Role of the Chairman. The SC requested the Chairman to continue, as far as possible, to
promote GCOS in various fora and to maintain highlevel liaison with the executive heads and
governing bodies of the Sponsors on all matters related to the role and implementation of GCOS.
Action 5. Support for Incoming Chairman. The SC requested the outgoing Chairman to assist
with the transition to the new Chairman, who was expected to be formally announced before the end
of 2009 and to take over in the first half of 2010. It also requested the Secretariat to provide all
possible support for the incoming Chairman.

4. GCOS Panel Reports
4.1.

Atmospheric Observation Panel for Climate (AOPC)

Dr Adrian Simmons, Chair of the GCOS/WCRP Atmospheric Observation Panel for Climate, reported
on AOPCrelated activities, including an account of his activities as Panel Chair since the last SC
meeting. He also gave an overview of progress related to three action items from the 2008 session of
the SC.
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SCXVI Action 3 related to guiding the development and generation of climate data records. The
report, Guideline for the Generation of SatelliteBased Datasets and Products Meeting GCOS
Requirements (GCOS128), was issued in March 2009 by the Secretariat. It contains a checklist of
metadata documentation to be provided with any satelliterelated climate data record to enable users
to assess the quality of the record. The guideline is currently being revised with a view to be useable
for datasets and products of any kind, not just for those based on satellites.
Feedback on GCOS128 suggested consideration of a mechanism whereby some form of pre
production approval might be given, or a vetting process be put in place, for spaceagency plans for
generation of particular ECV records. For example, this could be through the Sustained Coordinated
Processing of Environmental Satellite Data for Climate Monitoring (SCOPECM) mechanism. Prior to
this, AOPCXV had itself expressed the view that such ECV generation processes should include
regular feedback cycles involving the scientific user community (see item 7.4.2).
In the course of this year, AOPC had devoted particular attention to global networks and systems for
the observation of atmospheric composition and stressed the importance of the WMO Global
Atmosphere Watch (GAW) programme in maintaining, strengthening, and monitoring the performance
of those networks, in particular of those designated as GCOS networks (SCXVI Action 11). The
Panel recommended stronger emphasis on the introduction of common standards for data format and
quality, given the increasing importance being placed on traceability of carbonrelated observations to
meet treaty obligations. Dr Simmons expressed disappointment that much greenhouse gas data
were not getting into World Data Centers. SC members commented on the need for userfriendly and
(where possible) nearreal time data access (both to in situ and spacebased datasets) in an area
where measurement activities are still largely driven by research agendas, and where, therefore,
broad sharing of data is not always common practice.
In his capacity as a member of the writing task team for the 2010 update of the Implementation Plan
for the Global Observing System for Climate in Support of the UNFCCC (IP10), Dr Simmons, inter
alia, ensured attention was given to sustaining observations of the spacebased ECVs in the current
draft of that document (SCXVI Action 14). He also informed the SC about the establishment of a
GEO Carbon Community of Practice (CoP) and on the formation of a GEO Air Quality CoP.
Dr Simmons gave attention in his report to some aspects of observations for climate related to
methodology (snow properties in the World Weather Watch Global Observing System (WWW GOS)
and referencequality upperair profiles in the GRUAN); continuity of satellite missions (e.g.,
temperature profiles and watervapor information measured using the GPS radio occultation
technique, noting that no followon to the COSMIC constellation has yet been secured; and needs for
reprocessing and reanalysis of climate data records. He reviewed the progress of the GRUAN,
welcoming the prospect of U.S. support to Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program sites
to enable them to be part of the network, the Japan Meteorological Agency’s offer of Tateno as a
GRUAN station, the development of a fiveyear Implementation Plan, and the designation of GRUAN
as a pilot project of WIGOS. And he noted that AOPC had recognized the need to make a strong
case for improving climate observations in Africa, given their value for decisionmaking. This could be
done, he noted, by demonstrating the links between climate data and impact data.
Dr Simmons reported that, during World Climate Conference3, he had served as a Theme Leader for
observations, a task which included consideration of the community White Papers on “Needs” and
“Capabilities” and being responsible for the report emanating from the Working Session at the
Conference (cf. item 9.1).
Action 6. Atmospheric Chemistry. The SC requested the AOPC to continue to place emphasis on
monitoring the availability of data related to atmospheric composition and on promoting the
improvement of coordination arrangements in both GAW and nonGAW networks, including
comprehensive and prompt submission of atmospheric chemistry observations to data centers.
Action 7. Coordination of GCOS Atmospheric Networks. The SC requested AOPC to work
closely with the WMO Commissions for Basic Systems, Atmospheric Sciences, and Climatology in
ensuring an integrated approach to definition and implementation of the GCOS atmospheric networks
in the context of WIGOS.
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4.2.

Ocean Observations Panel for Climate (OOPC)

The new Chair of OOPC, Dr Eric Lindstrom, reported on the status of, and challenges faced by, the
ocean component of GCOS, which is also the openocean component of GOOS. He noted that
OOPC did not meet in 2009 as attention was focused on OceanObs’09, which took place in Venice,
Italy in September. The strengths of OOPC, he suggested, consist of its members’ deep knowledge
of the state of the physical ocean and its variability, their knowledge of ocean observing requirements
for climate and of the maturity of relevant ocean technologies, and their knowledge of coordinating
mechanisms for ocean observations. He proposed some foci for future advocacy. These included:

·
·
·
·
·

On the State of the Ocean: Improve and expand ocean climate indices at the OOPC web
site;
Promoting Societal Relevance: Make available stories and implications for society from
ocean observations and ocean climate indices;
Briefings on Current Events: These include El Niño, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, and
weather/ climate events;
On the State of the Observing System: Provide uptodate information on the status of
satellite and insitu observing systems and facilitate better integration; and
Liaison: Continue to interact with the ocean/climate community and with other programs to
advocate for sustaining and enhancing the ocean observing system.

The goals of the ocean observing system for climate include: providing data and information products
for climate monitoring and forecasting, climate assessment, climate research, and outreach;
supporting decisionmaking for adaptation to climate change; and serving as a foundation for both
research and operations in global oceanography.
The Chair reviewed various kinds of ocean indices being produced now and noted their relevance for
society. He gave the example of the relationship between the number of large hurricanes and the
Atlantic Meridional Oscillation.
Turning to OceanObs’09, he reviewed the priorities that emerged from this conference, number one of
which was to provide routine and sustained global information on the marine environment. Such
information must be sufficient to meet society’s needs for useful hindcasts, nowcasts, and forecasts of
marine variability (including variability of physical and biogeochemical systems, ecosystems, and
living marine resources), for weather, for seasonal to decadal climate variability, for sustainable
management of living marine resources, and for assessment of longer term trends. The information
must also be suitable for scientific research with further processing and calibration. The effort to
provide this information must be multinational and multiorganizational in scope, and it must be
sustained. It continues to be important that data be accessible, free, and easily usable.
The OOPC Chair showed a chart indicating the current status of committed satellite missions for
measuring seven ECVs. These included sea ice, sea level, sea surface temperature, ocean color,
sea state, surface vector wind, and sea surface salinity. Satellite measurements of sea level beyond
2013 are expected to be inadequate. Another chart showed the status of in situ ocean observing
networks. Although the chart indicates 61 percent implementation of the ocean observing network,
this is a somewhat arbitrary figure as the question of “percent of what” is relevant. The current goal is
for full implementation by 2012.
In 2010 OOPC will work on continuing to support the recently updated GCOS IP10. It will support the
outcomes from OceanObs’09, in particular by developing a framework for implementation that
considers whether OOPC should take on partners, expand its scope, and/or expand its sponsorship.
And it will focus on outreach and societal relevance. In summary, the OOPC Chair noted that OOPC
is committed to providing updated information on the state of the ocean and its relevance to climate
and society, and it will liaise with other programs to advocate for sustained ocean observations.
OOPC will also examine the ocean observing system for needed periodic review of component
elements, compliance to climate observing requirements, integration of space and in situ components,
and addition of new elements.
In discussion following the presentation, SC members raised the issue of how to incorporate ocean
climate services into the GFCS, noting that it is important that some thought be given to this in the
very near future. A member suggested that the importance of ocean observations for ocean services
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provided an opportunity for advocacy, as ocean observations could often be tied to a specific societal
need. Customers for ocean observations, including, for example, farmers and health care workers,
need them to do longrange, seasonal forecasting. The oceans are part of a coupled system, so
climate services will necessarily have ocean information incorporated in them if they are to be
valuable. Another concern expressed by some SC members was that ocean data are not being
reported within many Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs)  and the area of EEZs makes up almost 50
percent of the global ocean. Observing in the polar regions is also difficult, in part because of lack of
a political and logistic framework in these areas. The Southern Ocean, in particular, presents a huge
logistical problem.
Action 8. Ocean Climate Services. The SC requested the Secretariat to take steps to ensure that
observations in support of ocean climate services are included as part of the GOOS/GCOS
contribution to the proposed new Global Framework for Climate Services.
Action 9. GOOS Contribution to the UNFCCC. The SC requested that, in reporting to, and in
interacting with, SBSTA on the implementation of GCOS, the Chairman and Secretariat should make
every effort to raise the profile of the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) regarding its particular
importance for climate, especially for climate prediction.
Action 10. Ocean Surface Wave Climatologies. The SC requested OOPC to consider, in liaison
with operational requirements for marine safety, the climate requirements for ocean surface wave
climatologies. In doing so, it should collaborate with the JCOMM DBCP.
Action 11. Sea Ice. The SC requested the OOPC to work with the JCOMM Expert Team on Sea Ice
(ETSI), WCRP, the Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW), and the International Ice Charting Working
Group (IICWG) to assess and improve sea ice products and observational requirements.
Action 12. Ocean Observations for Climate. The SC requested the OOPC to stress the benefits of
the GCOS to IOC Member States, e.g., at IOC Executive Council and Assembly sessions, in
particular bringing to their attention the importance of observations in Exclusive Economic Zones for
understanding and predicting the evolution of the oceans and atmosphere and the importance
generally of ocean observations for climate.
Action 13. Converging Requirements for Ocean Observations. The SC requested that OOPC
explore more effective means for converging the multiple requirements for ocean observations, e.g.,
for operational oceanography, climate services, and climate data records for research, and also for
improving advocacy for such observations.

4.3.

Terrestrial Observation Panel for Climate (TOPC)

Dr Han Dolman, the Chair of the Terrestrial Observation Panel for Climate (TOPC), summarized the
terrestrial observations section of the report Progress in Implementing the Global Observing System
for Climate in Support of the UNFCCC 20042008 (Progress Report). He noted that there were 37
terrestrial domain actions in the Implementation Plan for the Global Observing System for Climate in
Support of the UNFCCC (IP04) and that, of these, about onethird had seen good progress but that
about onefifth had seen essentially no progress yet. Among other things, he reported that:

·
·
·
·

·

There has been significant progress in defining internationally accepted standards for the
terrestrial ECVs;
Progress in establishing institutional support for in situ networks has been slow;
The objective of creating a comprehensive and well coordinated reference network for in situ
observations of the fullest possible range of terrestrial ECVs is a continuing, yet still largely
unmet challenge;
The establishment of several Global Terrestrial Networks (GTNs) in a number of areas (e.g.,
Hydrology, Glaciers, Permafrost), where data collection takes place largely through in situ
measurements, has significantly improved the coordination and global coverage of these
observations;
Observations taken for purposes other than climate, but with climate relevance, are often not
made available;
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·
·
·
·
·

Good progress has been made in guaranteeing shortterm continuity in the availability of high
resolution optical observations from satellites;
The increasing commitment of space agencies to produce fundamental climate data records
from existing systems has led to improved availability of global datasets, such as burned area
and land cover;
The analysis of historical records, both in situ and satellite based, has been progressing
slowly and needs the urgent consideration of space agencies together with the potential
users.
Although a number of satellite ECV products are available, like albedo, FAPAR, etc, their
validation is generally poor; and
A mechanism needs to be found to link the set of 35 global ecosystem reference sites with
Fluxnet and CEOS calibrationvalidation sites.

Dr Dolman noted that the Global Terrestrial Networks for Glaciers and Permafrost (GTNG and GTN
P) are now working well. The Global Terrestrial Network for Rivers (GTNR) within the Global
Terrestrial Network for Hydrology (GTNH) needs more river discharge stations. The amount of data
received has been declining, and it essential to halt this decline to at least stabilize GTNR. There
now exists a Soil Moisture Observing System (SMOS), and it would be desirable to establish a Global
Terrestrial Network for Soil Moisture (GTNSM), which would help to fill in the gaps in the water and
carbon cycles. There is also a need to set up a network for ice sheet observation, and coordinated
observations of snow properties needs attention. The Dr Dolman also noted that GEO has a carbon
strategy. Its goal is to evaluate progress and future directions for an integrated global carbon
observing system, with emphasis on data integration systems and implementation. GCOS/GTOS are
interested in both carbon stocks and fluxes, and a wellcoordinated strategy across domains is
needed (this is the subject of GEO task CL0903a).
In discussion, one SC member stressed the importance of ground truth observations for glaciers. It
was noted that such observations have been dropped in the Pamirs of Central Asia, but that there is a
generally need to stress the importance of reference stations. Another observed that most
Hydrological Services in developing countries are reluctant to provide data to international data
centers because they believe it has value and should be sold, not given away free. The Chairman of
the SC noted that this problem is well known, and that continued effort will be needed to increase
hydrological data availability and exchange. Another member suggested that Panel Chairs get
together to discuss the feasibility of establishing super sites measuring both terrestrial and
atmospheric variables. WMO and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) could both play a role
in this, and soil moisture should be a standard measurement at such sites. The SC also noted the
need for coordination between the TOPC and the other GTOS Panels dealing with carbon –
especially the Terrestrial Carbon Observations panel – so as to avoid overlap and ensure consistent
messages go out to the different panels’ audiences.
On standards for terrestrial variables, the Director of GTOS pointed out that there was substantial
interest at SBSTA on the subject. Standards development, he noted, is proceeding within the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) framework for both in situ and satellite
observations. A joint UN/ISO committee will be created to develop the standards. The committee will
focus first on developing standards for the highest priority variables.
Action 14. Reversing the Decline of Hydrological Networks. The SC encouraged WMO and FAO
to ensure that the relevant resolutions of CHy (and other international mechanisms, e.g., GTNH and
WCC3) concerning maintenance of hydrological networks and the exchange of data are followed by
Member countries. It requested the GCOS Sponsors and other members of UN Water, e.g., FAO, to
use all available channels to urge the relevant agencies within countries to increase the availability of
hydrological observations for climate purposes.
Action 15. Carbon Observing System. The SC encouraged the chairs of TOPC, AOPC, and
OOPC to work together with the GTOS Terrestrial Carbon Observations Panel (TCO) and other
entities engaged in the IGCO/GEO Carbon Community of Practice to ensure that they follow the
GCOS Climate Monitoring Principles in the planning and implementation of the proposed carbon
observing system.
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Action 16. Carbon Fluxes. The SC requested TOPC to explore the possibility and practicality of
adding terrestrial carbon fluxes as a new ECV in IP10. It requested that the TOPC Chair consult with
the OOPC Chair to see if this could be done for the oceans as well and recommended that the
Fluxnet community be consulted.
Action 17. Reference Network for Ecosystem Sites. The SC called for action to be taken, inter
alia, by the organizations behind FLUXNET and the CEOS Working Group on Calibration and
Validation to ensure the setup and coordination of a reference network of ecosystem sites covering
the main representative land cover and ecosystem types. It noted that such a network is urgently
needed to both comprehensively monitor physical and ecosystem variables and to ensure validation
and calibration of satellite observations, and urged its Sponsors to express this need at CEOS and
other relevant meetings.

4.4.

WCRP/GCOS Observations and Assimilation Panel (WOAP)

Dr Kevin Trenberth, the Chair of WOAP, reported (by telephone) that there has not been a WOAP
meeting since the last GCOS SC session. The next WOAP meeting is scheduled for 2931 March
2010 in Hamburg, Germany. The main topics to be addressed at that meeting include the following:
progress achieved during the last two years in relation to observations; IPCC AR5 report and scoping;
datasets for evaluating models; implications of WCC3, COP15 and OceanObs’09; implications of the
new GCOS implementation plan; implications of the new WCRP implementation plan; matters arising
from WCRP JSC 31; matters arising from SC XVII; assessment of the activities and results of the
Task Group on Data Management and the Joint Working Group on Observational Data Sets for
Reanalysis; participation in the May 2011 WCRP conference; and organization of the next
International Reanalysis Conference.
Of particular note for GCOS are the developing plans for the next international reanalysis conference
to be held in the United States in 2011. This is likely to be subsumed within the WCRPwide
conference, which will also take place in 2011. A major issue for WOAP will be access and advice on
observational and analyzed datasets for evaluation of model results, and specifically for the CMIP5
datasets being generated for AR5 under IPCC. The GCOS Panels can play a key role in this.
Progress on reprocessing activities, led by GEWEX, will also be reviewed. Likewise, progress on
data management across WCRP will be reviewed. The Working Group on Observational Data Sets
for Reanalysis is joint with AOPC, and progress will be assessed. Also prominent on the agenda will
be implications for WOAP and climate observations of outcomes of WCC3 and the development of
climate services. The very successful OceanObs’09 Conference and any outcomes from the COP15
session in Copenhagen will be considered.
The WOAP Chair reported that, at the successful Global Energy and Water Cycle
Experiment/Integrated LandEcosystemAtmosphere Processes Study (GEWEX/iLEAPS) meeting in
Melbourne in August, the growing numbers of flux tower measurements, set up under the
International GeosphereBiosphere Programme (IGBP), often focused on carbon and
biogeochemistry fluxes. The utility of these towers for physical variables, and the covariability of
physical (especially water vapor) and biogeochemical fluxes seems to have not been exploited as
much as it might. The independent developments of observing networks of all sorts is a key issue for
GCOS, as extra efficiencies can cut costs and enable more and better observations to be made. The
GRUAN is another example of a developing network.

5. Sponsor Feedback and Guidance
5.1.

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

Dr Wenjian Zhang, Director of the WMO Observing and Information Systems (OBS) Department,
represented the WMO SecretaryGeneral, Mr Michel Jarraud, at the session. Dr Zhang noted that
WMO much appreciated receiving the letter from the Chairman after SCXVI to the SecretaryGeneral
detailing some of the major issues facing the GCOS. Some of the issues raised in the letter, e.g., the
need to appoint GCOS National Coordinators, have been addressed either directly by the Secretary
General or have been considered and supported by the WMO Executive Council at ECLXI. Other
issues, such as the need to update the GCOS Memorandum of Understanding, have not yet been
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addressed. However, WMO continues to be proud of the achievements that GCOS has made over
the years, and, in partnership with its other Sponsors, will continue to look for the ways and means to
assist in its further development.
Dr Zhang suggested that the integration of the GCOS Secretariat into the OBS Department enables
more effective and efficient collaboration on the broad range of observing system issues in which both
the OBS Department and GCOS Secretariat are engaged. However, he shared the SC Chairman’s
view that there is a clear need for a multisponsored programme that cuts across atmospheric,
oceanic, and terrestrial domains and assured SC members that the continued multisponsored nature
of the GCOS is important. He noted that all the Sponsors need to determine how they can best
contribute to the continued success of the GCOS, particularly at a time when securing adequate
resources is difficult.
WMO believes that it is now time for the Sponsors to reinvigorate their support for GCOS and that
reconsideration of the governance structure of GCOS is now needed in light of a variety of new
developments that have occurred since the GCOS MOU was last updated in 1998. Thus, the GCOS
MOU needs to be updated without delay, and the possibility of inviting additional organizations to
Sponsor GCOS, such as FAO, should be considered. It is important that the updated MOU enables
GCOS to carry out its mandate with maximum effectiveness in light of the new concept of the “UN
System Delivering as One on Climate Knowledge.”
Dr Zhang commented on the WMO Integrated Global Observing System (WIGOS), one of the most
important activities in which the OBS Department is now engaged. When fully operational, he noted,
WIGOS will provide a mechanism for improved interaction with WMO cosponsored observing
systems, such as GCOS, fully respecting partnership, ownership, and data sharing policies. There is
clearly a need for the cosponsored observing systems to collaborate in the identification of shared
responsibilities in areas of overlap. The fact that the GCOS Secretariat is now housed within the OBS
Department has already made interaction between the Department and the Secretariat much easier.
WMO is looking forward to the opportunity to play a central role in the creation of the new GFCS. Dr
Zhang noted that the call to develop this new entity was one of the outcomes of WCC3 and that it
well illustrated what can be done through effective collaboration. The OBS Department Director noted
that GCOS is considered to be one of the essential elements of the GFCS. He pointed out that a task
force will be established to make recommendations to the WMO SecretaryGeneral on next steps for
developing and implementing the Framework. He invited the GCOS Steering Committee, Secretariat,
and broader GCOS community to consider how GCOS can most effectively support the delivery of
new and/or improved climate services to meet the needs of a broad range of users.
Dr Zhang also praised GCOS for the strong support it continues to receive from the UNFCCC, noting
that this relationship has contributed to a substantial increase in the visibility of GCOS and, therefore,
of its parent bodies. This backing enables the GCOS Secretariat to more effectively represent the
concerns, interests, and needs of the climate observing community. In this regard, WMO appreciates
the release this year of the “Progress Report on the Implementation of the Global Observing System
for Climate in Support of the UNFCCC 20042008,” and it is looking forward to the completion of the
update of the original 2004 “Implementation Plan.” WMO also considers it important that the GCOS
SC and Secretariat give thought to how they can best facilitate the availability of the full suite of
climate observations needed to support the design of effective adaptation strategies. It encourages
the SC to maintain and strengthen its fruitful connection with the UNFCCC.
Also of importance is the central role that the GCOS Secretariat has played in facilitating the
development of the Climate for Development in Africa Programme (ClimDev Africa). Although this
programme is not yet operational, it is now clear that there is considerable momentum behind it and
that it will become operational sometime in 2010. Both WMO and GCOS expect to be able to
contribute to the implementation of this programme, perhaps by helping African NMHSs and/or
regional climate centers in the preparation of proposals that can be funded through ClimDev Africa.
Finally, WMO noted the progress that has been made in the last year in setting up GRUAN. It
appreciates the work that the GCOS Secretariat has done in facilitating the establishment of this
network and encourages the Secretariat to continue to facilitate its further development.
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5.2.

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)

Dr Patricio Bernal, the Executive Secretary of the IOC, provided some feedback and guidance to
GCOS from IOC’s perspective. He noted that the open ocean part of GOOS is the ocean component
of the climate observing system. GOOS reports to the UNFCCC through GCOS, and Dr Bernal noted
that this approach has served the community well. Coordination between GOOS and GCOS is
strengthening, which he sees as a very positive development. He also noted, however, that the
Executive Bodies of the Sponsors tend to see GOOS and GCOS as successes and are not really
aware of existing problems. The message is that neither is really that secure and that we are
struggling just to maintain the coordination functions. He noted that the visibility of GCOS among
Member States of the IOC is not very high. He proposed that GCOS and GOOS should strive for full
integration in a common endeavor, pointing out that the OOPC is a common and necessary panel
that needs to be sustained.
Dr Bernal reiterated the comment of some of the SC members during the OOPC discussion that the
issue of developing countries sharing data within their EEZs is important one. Developing countries
need to understand why data from these zones are so important, and developed countries need to
better understand why requests for data in these areas are being turned down.
Dr Wendy Watson Wright of Canada will succeed Dr Bernal as Executive Secretary of the IOC
beginning in 2010. IOC will continue to be fully engaged and will give attention to coordination with
others. Dr Bernal hopes to see an agreement in Copenhagen, but was of the opinion that the outlook
is not very good. It is important that Parties to the COP understand how essential observation
systems are to the COP process, and both the GOOS and GCOS communities need to seek new
ways to get this point across.

5.3.

United Nations Environnent Programme (UNEP)

The representative of UNEP, Dr Norberto Fernandez, expressed appreciation for the highly
informative reports provided by the GCOS Secretariat on GCOS developments and achievements
over the last year, in partnership with the cosponsors of GCOS, WMO, IOC of UNESCO, UNEP, and
ICSU. UNEP, he noted, continues to attach great importance to the work of the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS), its Secretariat, and SC. The actions pursued through the GCOS work
plan are very relevant to a number of UNEP activities in the field of environmental observing,
monitoring, assessment, and alerts of emerging issues and trends. This is particularly the case in the
field of adaptation to climate variability and change.
UNEP's programme stresses the interrelations amongst its priority areas. This ensures that climate
related dimensions are explicitly apparent in areas such as ecosystem management, resource
efficiency, disasters and conflicts, hazardous wastes, and environmental governance. The importance
of climate change and adaptation to climate variability and change across the whole of the UNEP's
programme has never been greater.
At the last GCOS Steering Committee meeting in 2008, UNEP identified its most comprehensive and
ambitious climate change adaptation activities to be the development of the Climate Adaptation
Network and the 2nd phase of the Assessments of Impacts and Adaptation to Climate Change
(AIACC) initiative. The Global Adaptation Network focuses on improving access to the information
and knowledge needed for adaptation, i.e., through knowledge support and advisory services, and on
strengthening institutional capacity for adaptation. The activities of the Regional Networks,
coordinated by Regional Knowledge Hubs, are now being initiated. The Network should play an
important role in improving the accessibility and usability of climate information and predictions to
national governments, institutions, communities, and other adaptation actors, as well as in supporting
datagathering and information management.
The AIACC 2 project aims to conduct scientific climate change assessments to feed into the fifth IPCC
report and to continue building the capacity of developing country scientists and policy makers to
utilize assessments for adaptation planning. GCOS data, services, and networks play important roles
in both the Global Climate Adaptation Network and the AIACC 2 project.
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Africa remains a priority region for UNEP’s work in adaptation to climate change. UNEP is pursuing
links to ClimDev Africa in its own work programme, and it is collaborating to bring its results to the
attention of governments and experts. In this context, UNEP is working with the UN Economic
Commission for Africa on joint interagency activity and operational affiliations with subregional
climate networks, such as the African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development
(ACMAD) and the IGAD Climate Prediction and Applications Centre (ICPAC). It is promoting
standardsbased interoperability, combined with appropriate institutional mechanisms to effectively
integrate Earth observations at the national level to serve the needs of countries in adapting to, and
mitigation of, climate change.
The recommendations of the WCC3 make UNEP’s climate activities and their links to GCOS even
more relevant. UNEP advocates institutional and technical interoperation as an important means for
delivering added value to the efforts of developing countries to adapt responsibly to changing
environmental, economic, and social conditions. UNEP sponsors the global observing systems
GCOS, GTOS, and GOOS to support coordination and integration of activities among the various
observing systems and processes, to optimize results, and to provide improved access to and sharing
of global observing systems data and services to stakeholders in all countries—especially in
developing and least developed countries.
UNEP concurs with the views of the SC Chairman on the most significant issues facing the
implementation and further development of the GCOS. UNEP encourages the SC to conclude the
update of the GCOS Implementation Plan in 2010, as well as to continue its efforts to find effective
ways of coordinating and integrating GCOS activities with the various observing systems and
processes. Discussions on the latter should also consider developments under the ICPC. This
approach will optimize the deployment of resources and help to consolidate a more coherent scientific
approach to climate observing system activities and tasks, as envisioned by UN Climate Knowledge
Coordination to improve climate knowledge delivery.
In responding to a question from the Director of the GCOS Secretariat about possibilities for increased
collaboration, the UNEP representative suggested that there may be opportunities related to UNEP’s
global environmental alert service and to a new proposal for an early warning system for adaptation to
climate change. UNEP also leads other relevant projects, and these could be discussed under a
broader umbrella of reporting to GCOS. The SC Chairman asked about the ICPC and the extent to
which this process has been seen as relating to the UN System Delivering as One concept, noting
that it would be one way to elevate the observations issue. Dr Fernandez responded that the ICPC
has not yet lived up to the expectation that it would become a coordinating mechanism for the
Sponsors.
Action 18. Collaboration with UNEP. The SC urged the GCOS Secretariat to enhance
communication and collaboration with UNEP, in particular, given the importance of observations in
support of UNEP activities related to adaptation to climate change.

5.4.

International Council for Science (ICSU)

Dr Gisbert Glaser represented ICSU at the SC session. He began his remarks by emphasizing that
observations are essential for everything that ICSU does. He asked, “What does ICSU expect from
GCOS?” It expects GCOS to step up its efforts to develop the global climate observing system
needed for enhanced research and modeling (e.g., through WCRP and IGBP), climate prediction,
assessments (IPCC), policies to mitigate climate change (UNFCCC), and action at all scales to adapt
to ongoing climate change. Observations are also needed for the GFCS. It is the GCOS role to
coordinate for climate across the Earth System, so ICSU wishes to see GCOS as the climate
component of GEOSS. Dr Glaser noted that ICSU was grateful to WMO for hosting the GCOS
Secretariat, but stressed that the continued multisponsored nature of GCOS was important to ICSU.
ICSU stressed the importance of international research collaboration, and thus the need for linking
research, monitoring, and assessment when dealing with global environmental change. WCRP,
IGBP, DIVERSITAS, and the International Human Dimensions Programme (IHDP), which together
comprise the Earth System Science Partnership (ESSP), were all seen as important in this endeavor,
but particular emphasis was placed on IHDP. New ICSU programmes include the Integrated
Research on Disaster Risk (IRDR) Programme and the Programme on Ecosystem Change and
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Society (PECS). The scientific community needs to be engaged to explore options and to propose
implementation steps for a holistic strategy on the Earth System research. This strategy will both
encourage scientific innovation and address policy needs. The challenge for GCOS and its partners
is do develop the observing systems needed to manage global change. The research community
cannot deliver without the observing systems.
Dr Glaser also stressed the importance to ICSU of new observing systems in the Arctic, even if it is
not able to continue its support of them. He noted, in particular, ICSU’s support for International Polar
Year (IPY) activities, including creation of an Integrated Arctic Ocean Observing System (IAOOS), the
PanAntarctic Observing System (PAntOS) and Southern Ocean Observing System (SOOS), the
Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW), the Polar Climate Outlook Forum (PCOF), and the Polar Satellites
Constellation (PSC).
ICSU’s sponsorship of GCOS is beneficial in a number of ways, even if ICSU has been unable to
contribute financially to its support beyond its initial seed funding. ICSU has lent its voice in support
of GCOS at WCC3, the UNESCO General Conference, the Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD), the UNEP Governing Council, and the GEO Plenary. Also, with ICSU as a
Sponsor, GCOS and its SC members have added scientific credibility. Finally, ICSU appreciates
working with its UN System partners and believes collaboration between UN and nongovernmental
bodies is very important. The GEO representative observed that another ICSU contribution was to the
data sharing principles that have now been accepted by the GEO Plenary. Detailed guidelines on
data sharing are now being developed by a GEO Task Force.
In discussion, the ICSU representative noted that ICSU would welcome GCOS representation at the
Institutional Support Meeting in early 2010. Other partner organizations, including the GCOS
Sponsors, will be invited. The goal is to develop a holistic strategy for the further development of
research programmes, with due attention to the observing systems that will be required for this
purpose.
Action 19. ICSU Institutional Support Meeting. The SC requested the Director of the Secretariat
to liaise with the ICSU representative regarding the possibility of participating in the ICSU Institutional
Support Meeting in the (northern) Spring of 2010.
Action 20. Letter to Sponsors. The SC requested the Chairman, when drafting his letter on the
progress of GCOS to the executive heads of the Sponsors, to express the Committee’s appreciation
for the feedback and guidance it has received from them. It also requested the Chairman to
reemphasize its view that the jointly sponsored nature of GCOS continues to be very important to its
effectiveness and to its credibility across the climate observation provider and user communities more
generally.

6. GCOS Annual Report
The GCOS Secretariat arranged for publication of an Annual Report for the first time in 2008. This
had been proposed by the SC Chairman to fulfill his duty, according to the GCOS MOU “to prepare
annually, with the GCOS Secretariat, a report of GCOS planning and implementation activities.” The
purpose of the Annual Report is to give an overview of “GCOS planning and implementation activities,
including the considerations and recommendations by the Steering Committee, and to present this
Report to the sponsoring organizations.” Taking into account the considerable effort required for the
production of this comprehensive report and also the fact that the reports of SC sessions at least
partly fulfill this responsibility, SCXVI advised the Secretariat that it was not necessary to continue
publishing a comprehensive report unless this was seen as clearly needed by the Sponsors. Hence,
this year, the GCOS Secretariat prepared an abbreviated report, basing it mainly on the content of the
new GCOS newsletter and other background documents. The draft report was presented to the SC,
and SC members were asked to review it and to provide feedback. They were also asked to
comment on the new GCOS Newsletter.
SC members generally agreed on the style and format of the draft report and regarded it as a useful
document. They agreed that this year’s report should therefore be finalized. It should be given a
GCOS publication number, be posted on the web, and announced in the GCOS Newsletter. The SC
also welcomed the increased outreach activity that resulted from the launch of the quarterly
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Newsletter. Readers can subscribe (or unsubscribe) to the Newsletter via the GCOS website.
Currently, around 350 users are subscribed to the Newsletter, of which half registered themselves.
SC members suggested expanding the list of recipients to Presidents and Vice Presidents of WMO
Technical Commissions and Regional Associations and to explore further the possibility of adding
other interested recipients.
Action 21. Annual Report 20082009. The SC invited members to provide further input to the draft
Annual Report for 20082009. Following such input, it requested the Director to finalize the Report in
consultation with the Chairman. It requested the Chairman to send the final version, along with the
Report of SCXVII and budget proposal for the next few years, to the executive heads of the
sponsoring organizations before the end of 2009.
Action 22. GCOS Newsletter. The SC requested the GCOS Secretariat to ensure that the
Presidents and Vice Presidents of WMO Technical Commissions and Regional Associations are
informed of the availability of the GCOS Newsletter. The SC further requested the GCOS Secretariat
to liaise with the Sponsor Secretariats and with the GOOS and GTOS Secretariats to identify further
recipients of the Newsletter.

7. Role of the Main Observing Systems Contributing to GCOS
7.1.

WMO Integrated Global Observing System (WIGOS)

Dr. Wenjian Zhang, Director of the WMO OBS Department, and Dr. Fred Branski, President of the
Commission for Basic Systems (CBS), gave complementary presentations on the purpose and status
of WIGOS. A fully implemented WIGOS, they noted, is envisaged as an integrated, comprehensive,
and coordinated observing system to satisfy in a costeffective and sustained manner the evolving
observing requirements of WMO Members and to enhance coordination with partners for the benefit
of society. Its purpose is to create an effective organizational, programmatic, procedural and
governance structure that will: significantly improve availability of existing and future observational
data; make available more, higher quality, and a wider range of observations, environmental data,
and products; allow more efficient delivery of observational data and products to users; maximize the
return on investments in observations; and enable optimization and full utilization of developments in
future observing systems.
When implemented, the benefits of WIGOS will be improved observing network operations; improved
access to, and higher quality of, observational data and products; more efficient use of all available
resources; improved ability to incorporate new observing systems and to interface with WMO co
sponsored observing systems; and the ability of WMO members to more efficiently and effectively
respond to new challenges and evolving user service requirements. Priorities include filling in gaps in
observing systems, especially in polar regions and the cryosphere, ensuring the quality of
observations, and turning observations into information and products.
At the present time, WMO is preparing for transition from the Development and Test of Concept
phase to the Implementation phase. Implementation will begin upon approval by the next WMO
Congress (CGXVI) in May 2011. The WIGOS Concept of Operations (CONOPS) is currently being
further developed, the WIGOS Implementation and Development Plan is being updated to include a
“costed” implementation strategy, and a 10page paper, The WIGOS Imperative, is being developed
as a promotional tool to explain the WIGOS vision and goals to a broad audience. Many challenges
to developing WIGOS remain, including better specifying its scope and understanding exactly where
value can best be added; coordination, collaboration, communication issues; and technical and
management challenges. The OBS Director and CBS President noted that the implementation of
WIGOS will require WMO to develop, resource, and communicate a coherent implementation
strategy; confirm and elaborate the composite ‘system of systems’ approach to integration; build
confidence and collaboration with members, partners, and WMO Programmes; and press Regional
Associations (RAs) and Technical Commissions (TCs) to take a leadership role in all of the above.
Several important issues arose during discussion of WIGOS. The SC Chairman and Secretariat
Director both noted that WIGOS makes up a significant portion of GCOS, from 40 to as much as 80
percent, with the WMO Global Observing System (GOS) its largest component. The SC would like to
see more recognition from CBS that WIGOS provides the core of GCOS. In a similar vein, some SC
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members wondered why so little has been said about the integration of atmospheric chemistry and
hydrological observations into WIGOS. The Director of the WMO OBS Department remarked that
integration of these networks into WIGOS continues to be a major challenge. The SC, in general,
encouraged WMO to put more emphasis on representing the totality of observing systems that
contribute to climate in WIGOS and also when designing the new GFCS. Regarding satellite
observations, one SC member observed that GCOS is playing an important role as the point of
reference for space agencies on climate observations and that it would be a mistake for this special
link to be weakened in any way through the WIGOS process. GCOS needs to be the guardian of
standards for climate observations from space; otherwise, agencies will go off on their own in an
uncoordinated way.
On behalf of the IOC and GOOS Secretariat, the Director of GOOS agreed about the need for
synergies, but cautioned that sometimes the transition to a more cooperative, synergistic structure
can create problems. It is sometimes difficult to see, for example, what one is “getting for the money.”
The President of CBS responded to the concern that the oceans community has no real channel for
dialog with Meteorological Services by noting that greater dialog and communication are essential,
especially between WMO and its partners. The current internal Rolling Review of Requirements
(RRR) process needs to be extended to these other partners, he agreed.
Action 23. WIGOS Development. The SC requested the Director to work closely with the WMO
Observing and Information Systems Department on the future development of the climate component
of WIGOS, especially regarding observing system coordination mechanisms, collaboration on
standards development, requirements for climate observations, and improving access to climate
observation information.

7.2.

Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)

Dr. Albert Fischer, representing the GOOS Secretariat, reported on the evolution and status of ocean
observing networks and on the recent OceanObs’09 Conference in Venice, Italy. Dr Fischer noted
that the GOOS openocean/climate module is the GCOS ocean component. The in situ networks,
including networks of volunteer observing ships, drifting surface buoys, tide gauges, expendable
bathythermographs, Argo profiling floats, etc. are, on average, 61 percent in place as of May 2009,
although there is considerable variation in percentage of completion among networks. The network
of satellites measuring ECVs improved between 2006 and 2009. Dr Fischer highlighted the UNFCCC
as a focus for climate observations, noting that GOOS reports in a formal process led by the GCOS
Secretariat and that this allows highlevel visibility for ocean observations and the engagement of
CEOS. Side events and exhibits provide additional opportunities for exposure. In the future, he
speculated, ocean observations will become more important for understanding impacts and
adaptation to climate change, and observations in coastal areas will become more important.
The structure of GOOS was explained. There exist 3 intergovernmental bodies reporting to UN
governing bodies: the Intergovernmental Committee for GOOS (IGOOS, sponsored by IOC, WMO,
and UNEP) provides overall governance, the Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and
Marine Meteorology (JCOMM, sponsored by IOC and WMO) provides technical coordination, and the
International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange (IODE) focuses on ocean data and
information exchange. GOOS also has three scientific advisory bodies, the GOOS Scientific Steering
Committee (GSSC), the Ocean Observations Panel for Climate (OOPC), and the Panel for Integrated
Coastal Observations (PICO). Finally, it has many expert teams organized under JCOMM and IODE.
Concerning OceanObs’09, Dr Fischer stated that the vision of this onceeverytenyear conference
was to provide “routine and sustained global information on the marine environment sufficient to meet
society’s needs for describing, understanding and forecasting marine variability (including physical,
biogeochemical, ecosystems and living marine resources), weather, seasonal to decadal climate
variability, climate change, sustainable management of living marine resources, and assessment of
longer term trends.” The core principles of this vision were stated to be recognition
that users require rapid access to all relevant data, free of charge; that an integrated system, making
use of remotely sensed and in situ observations is essential; that observations be openly shared in
nearrealtime when technically feasible; and that they are collected, analyzed, archived, and
distributed to internationally agreed standards with agreed best practices. Unfortunately, despite the
profound importance of marine information to meet the needs of societies, the resources necessary to
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observe, assess, and forecast global marine conditions remain fragile and insufficient. A true global
partnership with strong local benefits requires involvement of all stakeholders, with all nations working
together for mutual benefit to implement educational programs and develop national capacity.
The Conference had:
· Called on all nations and governments to fully implement by 2015 the initial physical and
carbon global ocean observing system originally envisioned at OceanObs’99, and refined at
OceanObs'09;
· Called on all nations and governments to commit to the implementation and international
coordination of systematic global biogeochemical and biological observations, guided by the
outcomes of OceanObs’09, and taking into account regional variations in ecosystems;
· Invited governments and organizations to embrace a framework for planning and moving
forward with an enhanced global sustained ocean observing system over the next decade,
integrating new physical, biogeochemical, biological observations while sustaining present
observations;
· Urged the ocean observing community to increase our efforts to achieve the needed level of
timely data access, sensor readiness and standards, best practices, data management,
uncertainty estimates, and integrated data set availability; and
· Asked governments, organizations, and the ocean observing community to increase their
efforts in capacitybuilding and education.
Following this presentation, SC members expressed the view that GOOS, like GCOS faces
challenges and needs to work on fundraising and improved coordination. It was noted that there is
lack of a global system of agencies to take up the cause of sustainable funding for ocean
observations, so such funding continues to be a challenge. Operational oceanography and the
production of services that people need may help generate support, but the success has been limited
so far. The challenge for funding is particularly difficult for the open oceans, whereas in coastal areas
some institutions may emerge. It may be that since ocean observations ultimately serve the climate
community, the institutional future for such observations may actually be the NMSs, especially for
operational and sustained ocean observations.
It was foreseen that the coastal zone would have a more important climate focus in the future, but
also that this is not the whole story. The problem of adaptation is not just a coastal one. Any climate
services need climatequality open ocean observations, e.g., for forecasting monsoon onset, storm
surges, landfall of tropical storms, etc. The SC Chairman noted that perhaps in the wake of WCC3,
we should push further than in the past in calling for the establishment of National Ocean Services.
Finally, one member noted that a georeferenced tide gauge network is needed. The GOOS
representative noted that this is planned for the future and that it would be especially useful for
tsunamis and storm surges.

7.3.

Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS)

The GTOS Secretariat, like the GCOS and GOOS Secretariats, is also beginning to think about
climate services. The Director, Dr. John Latham, noted that he was relieved that we have now moved
through the period in which GTOS is seen as lagging behind, and he hopes that it is now perceived as
having stepped up to the task. He informed members that the new Chair of GTOS is Dr Riccardo
Valentini, the former chair of the Terrestrial Carbon Observations (TCO) Panel.
Currently, GTOS is involved in developing stronger links with national and international stakeholders
to promote a more coordinated observational approach; implementing a number of important
observational initiatives, including GEOSS, CarboAfrica, FRA 2010, FIRMS, and the World Atlas of
Mangroves; participating in activities such as the Global Monitoring for Environmental Security
(GMES); and reporting to the UNFCCC on ECVs and the framework for standards development. Its
key issues going forward are climate change, terrestrial carbon stocks and fluxes, land degradation,
loss of biodiversity, and the integration of space and ground observations to support the assessment
of global change impacts on terrestrial ecosystem services. In these activities, GTOS hopes to
strengthen links with the UNFCCC, the Convention on Biological Diversity, and the Ramsar
Convention on wetlands.
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GTOS supports the observational requirements of the UNFCCC through assisting in the observation
of the 13 terrestrial ECVs. The Director noted that GTOS is giving all 13 terrestrial ECV pamphlets a
major face lift in preparation for COP15 and that a new ECV on soil moisture is now under definition.
Also in regard to the UNFCCC process, GTOS reported to the 30th session of SBSTA on a
Framework for Terrestrial ClimateRelated Observations and on the Development of Standards for the
Terrestrial ECVs. SBSTA appreciated the progress that had been made. It also welcomed the GTOS
proposal for a joint framework mechanism between relevant UN agencies and ISO for the preparation
of guidance materials, standards and reporting guidelines on terrestrial observing systems for climate,
and encouraged GTOS to implement the framework, and it invited GTOS to elaborate a work plan for
developing observational standards and protocols for ECVs and to report on the results of the
implementation of the framework and elaboration of the work plan at SBSTA 33.
On ECVs, it was noted that in situ observations are still underrepresented and thus that the number of
longterm and highquality standardized in situ measurements need to be increased, covering the
main representative land cover and ecosystem types. Initial standardization will focus on in situ
observations: existing standards and guidelines will be considered, and relevant ISO standards will
be included. International agreed standards, protocols, and guidelines, both for in situ and space
based observations should be developed and approved. Satellitebased Earth observation programs
need to continue with accelerated methodology development, validation, and intercomparisons of
satellitebased products for the terrestrial domain.
Also of note is the TCO Panel of GTOS, which is supporting the coordination of a global carbon
observation system and its database. CarboAfrica, funded by the EC, is coordinating the GHG
monitoring network for Africa. Other successful projects supported by TCO are the Integrated Carbon
Observation System (ICOS) and Coordination of Carbon Observing Systems (COCOS). A proposal
developed in collaboration between FAO and GTOSTCO is ClimAfrica, which is a 3.4 million Euro
projects for 10 countries. SC members suggested ClimAfrica could have links to ClimDev Africa and
therefore proposed that the GTOS and GCOS Secretariats explore together what these links might be
and how to pursue them.
Action 24. Status of ECVs. The SC requested the Panels to routinely update their assessment of
the status of the ECVs within their domains to ensure that the official lists of ECVs are consistent with
the latest expert assessments of needs and capabilities for climate observations.
Action 25. Terrestrial Framework Mechanism. The SC urged strong support for the proposed
framework for terrestrial observing systems for climate and requested strong technical representation
from TOPC, in collaboration with AOPC, in its development.

7.4.
7.4.1.

Satellite Systems Contributing to GCOS
Report by CEOS

Dr JeanLouis Fellous, on behalf of the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Climate
Coordinator (Dr Mitch Goldberg), reported on the coordinated response by space agencies to GCOS
satellitespecific requirements, expressed through 59 actions in the 2006 “CEOS Response for
Satellite Observations for Climate.” This plan was wellreceived by Parties at the UNFCCC SBSTA 25
and, subsequently, regular reporting by CEOS to UNFCCC SBSTA on progress related to those
actions has occurred. This has involved mutual consultation with the GCOS Secretariat. The next
progress report by CEOS to SBSTA is expected for November 2010 (SBSTA 33).
According to the CEOS Response, coordinated action by the world’s space agencies in this plan aims
to ensure continuity of climaterelevant satellite measurements by taking a systematic approach to
generating Fundamental Climate Data Records (FCDRs), preserving climate data records, ensuring
access to climate data products, coordinating international communities and interaction with users,
and addressing future measurement needs. CEOS has prioritized actions depending on the time
horizon for expected results. It initiated 17 new actions in 2007. Significantly, Dr Fellous noted that
the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Initiative has been approved with a budget of 75
million euros for a 6year programme. The programme will contribute to about 20 satellitebased
ECVs.
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The GCOS Progress Report 20042008 ascertained overall good progress of satellite agencies in
ensuring mission continuity, availability of data, and sustained reprocessing and generation of
datasets and products for climate purposes. A number of internationallycoordinated initiatives/
programmes are currently addressing those needs. The eight current CEOS Constellations aim to
coordinate planning and exploitation of satellite missions for specific application areas (e.g.,
atmospheric chemistry, ocean color, radiances), taking into account the GCOS Climate Monitoring
Principles (GCMPs) and requirements. CEOS agencies are also significantly engaged in forest
carbon tracking and greenhouse gas monitoring through participation in the GEO Carbon Community
of Practice and in the development of a GEO carbon plan.
At its 24th Plenary Session, CEOS will discuss the coordination of climaterelated activities by all
agencies. In his paper, Dr Fellous asked the SC for advice on how coordination could be improved.
CEOS also announced its intention to carefully review the upcoming updated GCOS IP10 and revisit
actions in response to the 2004 Plan. The SC recommended that the GCOS Panels and Secretariat
work closely with CEOS so that: (i) agencies are aware of the satellitespecific elements of the IP10,
and (ii) their actions are consistent with the overall CEOS contribution to GEOSS.
The SC stressed that the close and successful partnership between CEOS and GCOS mechanisms
should be continued, and that updating the CEOS plans in support of GCOS should possibly be
accompanied by an update to the Satellite Supplement in line with the final IP10. In addition, the SC
noted that issues related to satelliterelated product generation and reprocessing were not fully
covered in the current Satellite Supplement–a gap that should be addressed when updating that
5
document. The 2005 Ohring report and the GCOSspecific observation requirements in the
WMO/CEOS database should also be reconsidered when undertaking this task.
Action 26. CEOS Response to IP10. The GCOS Secretariat was requested to work with CEOS to
help shape the CEOS response to IP10, noting the existing CEOS Response to the GCOS92
“Implementation Plan” (IP04) and the need for an update of its Satellite Supplement (GCOS107) in
conjunction with IP10.

7.4.2.
Ensuring Acceptance of Climate Datasets and Products by the User
Community – Development of GCOS Guidelines
The Secretariat briefed the Committee on the status of a discussion on ensuring acceptance of
climate datasets and products by climate users through guidance and vetting. From institutions and
groups involved in the generation of both satellite and in situ climate datasets, the need has emerged
for a process through which “GCOS” (in conjunction with WCRP) would ensure that longterm ECV
datasets and products generated truly meet the requirements of the climate community. In
accordance with the request from earlier sessions of SC and AOPC, the GCOS Secretariat led the
development of a guideline for documenting the generation of satellitespecific climate data records
(SCXV Action 3), the Guideline for the Generation of SatelliteBased Datasets and Products Meeting
GCOS Requirements (March 2009, GCOS128). The guideline is currently being revised with a view
to be useable for datasets and products of any kind. The SC requested that the final draft of the
revised Guideline be submitted for approval by March 2010.
Feedback on GCOS128 suggested consideration of a mechanism going beyond mere guidance for
documentation and selfassessment of datasets and products by providers on metadata
documentation, whereby some form of preproduction approval might be given or a vetting process be
put in place for spaceagency plans for generation of particular ECV records (see item 4.1 on AOPC).
An informal meeting in July 2009, which included participation by the Secretariats of GCOS, WCRP,
GEO, IOC/GOOS, FAO/GTOS, and WMO recognized that existing peerreview mechanisms provided
by international scientific working groups and journal publications cannot and should not be replaced
by setting up a new recognition process, but also noted the frequent lack of documentation,
production transparency, international coordination and uncertainty estimation associated with climate
data records. Scientific working groups and panels who could perform a coordinating role were
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identified in the satellite supplement to IP04 for each of the ECVs concerned, but the willingness and
suitability of these bodies to fulfill a more formal approval/assessment role would need to be explored.
The group recommended that the Secretariats of GCOS and WCRP send a letter to space agencies
and other funding bodies, calling for strengthened existing scientific working groups that are currently
undertaking peerreviews of ECV datasets and products; instigation of new working groups in
required science areas where none currently exist; full engagement of these groups by agencies in
the generation of ECV datasets and products; agency assurance of full documentation and
transparency in the generation of ECV datasets and products by GCOS128, thus enabling users to
assess quality and assign uncertainties; and making full documentation a requirement for funding.
The SC confirmed the importance of promoting the importance of best practices for transparency in
generation of climate datasets and products, through the revised GCOS128. It also affirmed the need
to provide an internationallyaccepted mechanism through which dataset and product generators
would receive feedback while emphasizing that the GCOS programme maintain its nature of an
independent advisory body.
Action 27. Peer Review of Climate Data Sets. The SC called for further elaboration of the issue of
peer review of climate datasets with experts in WCRP, GOOS, and GTOS, noting that the next
meeting of the WOAP would be an appropriate forum to consider this subject.
Action 28. Satellite Data Sets and Products. The SC welcomed the launch of revisions of GCOS
128, Guidelines for the Generation of SatelliteBased Data Sets and Products, to incorporate in situ
datasets, and requested the GCOS Secretariat to circulate the revised draft to Steering Committee
members for comment and endorsement by March 2010.
Action 29. GCOS Representation at Space Agency Meetings. The SC requested that the Director
ensure appropriate GCOS representation in key space agency meetings dealing with climate matters
so as to continue the successful GCOS collaboration with the space agencies in their efforts to
address GCOS satellitespecific requirements.

7.4.3.

EUMETSAT Presentation

Dr. Kenneth Holmlund provided a review of the activities of the European Organisation for the
Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) related to climate monitoring. He observed
that, up until recently, EUMETSAT has focused on support for weather prediction, but that climate
monitoring is becoming increasingly important. In response, EUMETSAT has decided to enhance its
current activities, undertaking actions that have resulted in only modest cost increases. EUMETSAT
has started to prepare a climate monitoring implementation plan, the initial version of which should be
ready by 2010. The two priorities of the plan are the generation of FCDRs and the generation of
Thematic Climate Data Records (TCDRs). It will coordinate with the ESA Climate Change Initiative in
this endeavour. EUMETSAT is also updating its Satellite Application Facility (SAF) strategy. It will be
important to determine how its future climate monitoring activities can be mapped onto GCOS Climate
Monitoring Principles.
In conclusion, Dr Holmlund noted that EUMETSAT undertakes many activities toward the operational
monitoring of climate and the detection of global climatic changes in accordance with its convention.
These include international cooperation and the new Implementation Plan for Climate Monitoring. It
has followed GCOS principles and contributed to GCOS ECVs in a recent workshop at ISPRA, has
mapped the GCOS Climate Monitoring Principles for satellites, and it has been consistent with the
GCOS guidelines for generation of ECV datasets and products. The current emphasis of EUMETSAT
is on the generation and reprocessing of longterm series of products relevant for climate monitoring;
support for the implementation of the Global SpaceBased InterCalibration System (GSICS),
adhering to the GSICS operations plan of 2008; and coordination with international partners for the
implementation of the WMO global network of SCOPECM.

7.5.

AMMA Observations Contributing to GCOS

Dr Mohammed Kadi reviewed the achievements of the Africa Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses
(AMMA) project and the relationship of this project to GCOS. The project involved upgrading the
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existing operational network of upper air stations, expanding it by adding new stations, and monitoring
to obtain timely and accurate data. These efforts led to obtaining high quality upper air observations
essential to the generation of reliable weather model analyses, quantification of basic atmospheric
processes, and thus improvement of forecasting. The project helped to fill gaps identified in the
African upper air observing network, as reported in the 2003 Report of the GCOS Regional Workshop
for Western and Central Africa on Improving Observing Systems for Climate.
Dr Kadi observed that the project has had strong international visibility, with more than 500 scientists
from 140 institutions in 30 countries taking part in the recent 3rd AMMA Conference in Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso to evaluate the first phase (20012009) of the programme and to plan for its second
phase (20102020). Some of the major achievements of AMMA are a better understanding of the key
features of the West African Monsoon (Saharan heat low, monsoon onset, etc.), identification of
mechanisms linking the West African monsoon with surrounding regions (Atlantic, Midlatitude,
Mediterranean, and the Indian subcontinent), and the impact of the monsoon on European weather
systems.
An important achievement of AMMA was its observation program, including the radiosonde network
that directly contributed to the GCOS Upper Air Network (GUAN). Dr Kadi noted that, during AMMA,
the upper air network density grew from 2 to about 21 stations. The radiosonde count received at the
European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) was much increased during this
period, and an AMMA data base was created. A GPS network was used to correct biases in
radiosondes. The issue now is how to sustain the AMMA network. The GUAN stations of the area
continue to perform, but actions are needed to sustain the network and avoid previous known
operational problems that some of the stations have started to experience (fewer soundings produced
and/or fewer data reaching prediction centers). Moreover, although four new stations were installed
during the project, none are functioning any longer. A proposal for sustaining the network, titled “A
Sustainable RealTime Observing Network in West Africa for Numerical Weather Prediction, Seasonal
Forecasting, and Climate Monitoring over West Africa,” has been submitted for possible funding to the
European Commission. The project would be coordinated by L’Agence pour la Sécurité de la
Navigation Aérienne en Afrique et à Madagascar (ASECNA) and would include as partners ACMAD,
ECMWF, MétéoFrance, and others.
Action 30. AMMA. The SC endorsed the objective of transitioning the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) project from research to operations. It supported a study on
establishing a comprehensive operational regional observing network for climate purposes and urged
CBS to facilitate this aim. The SC especially encouraged those who funded AMMA to explore the
possibility of continuing the funding of its most important observational elements for climate purposes.
Finally, the SC requested AOPC to assess, and advise on, the opportunity of adding the Bamako and
Pointe Noire stations to the GUAN.

8. Review of GCOS Implementation
8.1.

A Review of “Progress Report on the Implementation of the GCOS in
Support of the UNFCCC 20042008”

On behalf of the GCOS Secretariat, Dr Stephan Bojinski reported on the final Progress Report on the
Implementation of the Global Observing System for Climate in Support of the UNFCCC 20042008
(“GCOS Progress Report 20042008,” August 2009, GCOS129, GOOS173, GTOS70), including the
process leading up to its preparation and the response by UNFCCC SBSTA 30 in June 2009. Dr
Bojinski reported that deliberations at SBSTA 30 led to formal conclusions by the Chair of SBSTA, as
well as to a draft decision on systematic observation for consideration by Parties at COP 15 in
Copenhagen.
The preparation of the Report has helped to identify a number of important priorities for the next five
years for GCOS, if it is to be further developed to serve optimally the evolving needs of the UNFCCC.
These include, in particular:
· The urgent need for funding support for implementation of the GCOS Regional Action Plans
developed over the period 20012006;
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· Immediate attention to the design and implementation of the national and localscale networks
needed for impact assessment and adaptation to climate change;
· The appointment of GCOS National Coordinators in many more than the present 22 countries
which have well established national coordination arrangements for climate observations;
· Much stronger and higherlevel commitment of Parties to the GCOS Cooperation Mechanism for
supporting GCOS implementation in developing countries;
· Finding new mechanisms for ensuring sustained longterm operation of essential in situ networks,
especially for the oceanic and terrestrial domains that are presently supported from project
timescale research funding;
· Strong support for the further development and promulgation of observational standards for the full
range of terrestrial climate variables;
· Continued encouragement for the coordinated implementation and longterm continuity of the
crosscutting spacebased component of GCOS;
· Strong support for the observational and researchbased “Global Framework for Climate Services”
endorsed by World Climate Conference3; and
· Reaffirmation of the value of the UNFCCC National Reports on observations as a mechanism for
fostering, focusing, and guiding GCOS implementation at the national level.
The SC endorsed the findings of the GCOS Progress Report 20042008 and thanked all contributors.
It extended special thanks to Dr Paul Mason for leading the report writing process. It also thanked all
those individuals and institutions who provided information for the Report, in particular the Panel
Chairs, the GCOS National Coordinators, those who provided special National GCOS Reports, the
monitoring centers of component networks and systems, the GCOS Sponsors, and, finally and most
importantly, Dr Bojinski and other members of the GCOS, GOOS, and GTOS Secretariats, who
oversaw the compilation of the final report.

8.2.

Global Observing System Information System (GOSIC)

Mr. Howard Diamond, the Program Manager for the U.S. GCOS Office, provided an update on
GOSIC. GOSIC was established in 1997 by the GCOS Joint Data and Information Management
Panel (JDIMP). Developed at the University of Delaware, it has been operational since 2007 at
NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). Mr Diamond enumerated the many benefits that
GOSIC offers users of its web site. It provides them with a place to find data and information about
the GCOS, GOOS, and GTOS and their subsystems without having to navigate hundreds of complex
and quite different web sites. It allows users to determine the type and quality of the data available
through documentation that is provided by the participating data centers. It provides access to data
and data downloads regardless of how the data are formatted. It enables quick and userfriendly
crosssystem access to data and information and provides a comprehensive inventory of datasets. It
keeps links and information uptodate and qualitycontrolled. It eliminates redundancy. It provides
documentation of datasets and program elements, including observing requirements, planning
documents, data management plans, and publications. It produces value added products, such as
data matrices and data flow diagrams. And it provides several search mechanisms. The GOSIC
portal can be accessed at http://GOSIC.ORG
Mr Diamond reported that the GOSIC’s overriding goal is to serve the data access needs of all of
GCOS domains (atmosphere, ocean, and land). As such, it can be viewed as serving as a data portal
for GCOS. This does not mean that it is the sole route to such data; however, GOSIC has the
potential to serve as a unifying facility for GCOS, one that reaches across observing domains and
allows GCOS to escape from the perception that it is only concerned with GSN and GUAN. As well,
the GOSIC facility also helps GCOS reach out to the greater GEOSS community by having
established linkages in the GEOSS Data Registry and membership on the GEO Data Architecture
team dealing with data integration and analysis. A new feature of the GOSIC that was highlighted is
the GCOS Essential Climate Variable Data Access matrix at http://gosic.org/ios/MATRICES/ECV/ecv
matrix.htm. This matrix allows users easy access to global datasets at international data centers
pertaining to the GCOS ECVs.
During the discussion that followed this presentation, one SC member asked if the web site allowed
easy access to regional data. Although the site is not optimized for accessing regional data, Mr
Diamond noted that regional data first needed better definition and that data structures better suited to
accessing regionalbased data could be created—if the resources were available. The President of
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CBS noted that this is really a metadata issue and, as such, one which the WMO Information System
(WIS) should address.
Action 31. GOSIC. The SC encouraged its members to provide advice and recommendations for
improvements and/or enhancements to the GOSIC site. It endorsed GOSIC as a viable and active
data portal facility for the GCOS community of users and encouraged the use of GOSIC as a unifying
facility for the GCOS, GOS, GAW, GOOS, and GTOS programmes. The SC requested the
Secretariat to include a report on the status of GOSIC at annual sessions of the SC. Finally, it
encouraged the GCOS Sponsors and their various observing programmes to give more visibility to
GOSIC on their web sites.

8.3.

GCOS Regional Activities

Dr William Westermeyer of the GCOS Secretariat provided a status report on developments in the
GCOS Regional Activities Programme since the last SC session. His report focused on reviewing the
recent evaluation of the nowcompleted GCOS Regional Workshop Programme (RWP) and also on
possible future regional activities that the GCOS Secretariat would either like to initiate or in which it
expects to participate.
The consultant who conducted the RWP evaluation concluded, among other things, that the
completion of the Regional Action Plans (RAPs) had been very successful, but, nevertheless, that
there had been only limited progress in filling the gaps in the regional insitu observing systems as a
result of these plans. Apart from the Pacific Islands and African regions, little development of RAPs
into implementation plans had taken place to date (although this was beyond the scope of the RWP
per se). Moreover, substantial progress on improving national coordination has not yet occurred in
most countries. Despite the success of the workshops and the development of Regional Action
Plans, there has been only limited strengthening of systematic observations in developing countries to
date, with Africa showing no significant improvement. Potentially, however, the Climate for
Development in Africa Programme, which has its roots in the RWP, may eventually lead to substantial
improvements in observing networks in Africa. (This major programme is likely to become operational
in 2010, but some potentially difficult governance and partnership problems still need to be resolved).
Outside the Pacific Islands and, potentially in Africa, resource mobilization remains a major constraint
to progress.
The RWP evaluation contained a number of recommendations. Those that appeared especially
feasible to implement included preparation of implementation plans for the remaining seven regions;
monitoring and regularly reporting on RAP progress; encouraging UNDP to work closely with the
Sponsors of GCOS to expand systematic observations in developing countries, in particular, to
promote food security and alleviate poverty; and using Regional Climate Centers to help strengthen
systematic climate observing systems.
Another item of interest concerned some potential ideas for reviving the partnership, initiated through
the RWP, between the GCOS Secretariat and UNDP. Ideas that could be of mutual interest to both
GCOS and UNDP included encouraging the inclusion of observing system sections in National
Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs); updating and refining RAPs; conducting implementation
strategy meetings in additional regions; developing a GCOS adaptation strategy, including
consideration of the role of GCOS in the new GFCS; promoting country level coordination; enhancing
the GCOS Technical Support Programmes; and potentially inviting UNDP to become a Sponsor of
GCOS.
Dr Westermeyer noted that the UK’s Department for International Development (DFID) has shown
interest in supporting the development and use of climate information for adaptation and development
planning in South Asia and, in relation to this, has commissioned a study, “Climate for Development in
South Asia (ClimDevSAsia).” Background material for the study includes the GCOS RAP for South
and Southwest Asia. A consultation workshop, to which the GCOS Secretariat would be invited, may
be scheduled in early 2010 to discuss next steps.
In closing, Dr Westermeyer raised a number of questions for the SC’s consideration: Should GCOS
attempt to develop stronger partnerships with UNDP, UNEP, and others? What does the new interest
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in adaptation mean for GCOS, in particular for developing new regional activities? And, what could
the new GFCS mean for GCOS regional activities?
Action 32. Regional Action Plans. The SC requested the GCOS Secretariat to develop a strategy
on how to facilitate the update and implementation of the GCOS Regional Action Plans, noting that it
was important to keep this issue before the Parties to the COP. It suggested communication with
UNDP to determine if it would consider supporting a series of “Belizetype” implementation strategy
meetings.
Action 33. Contribution to Regional Activities. The SC encouraged its members from developing
countries to prepare, for consideration at its 18th session, a strategic document on how the GCOS
Programme can better contribute to improvements in climate observing systems in their regions.

8.4.

CM and System Improvement Activities

This twopart agenda item was shared between Dr Gabriela Seiz and Mr Dick Thigpen. Dr Seiz, who
chaired the GCOS Cooperation Mechanism (GCM) meeting during the June 2009 session of SBSTA,
provided an overview of the results of that meeting, while Mr Thigpen, the Implementation Manager
for the System Improvement Programme, updated the SC on his activities.
Although the nowannual GCM meeting was an abbreviated one this year, the 17 participants
engaged in a fruitful brainstorming session on a future strategy for the GCM. Some of the actions that
came out of the meeting were to invite the GCOS Secretariat to explore inviting other organizations,
such as donor organizations, to the next GCM meeting; for the Secretariat to again invite a UNFCCC
representative to the next GCM meeting; for the GCM participants themselves to contact each of the
four national focal points of the GCOS Sponsors to brief them on the need to increase basic support
for the GCOS Secretariat; and for the participants to closely follow and try to influence the formulation
of observation issues that might be included in the negotiating text on LongTerm Cooperative Action
(LCA).
The GCM meeting participants recommended that the SC consider an appropriate process for
developing a list of priority projects for all three domains for each region, i.e., not just for atmospheric
domain projects, and that it appoint regional GCOS coordinators to facilitate consideration of regional
level needs. Participants also recommended that the GCOS Secretariat should try to participate on a
more regular basis in WMO Regional Association (RA) sessions. Only limited, and nonconclusive,
discussion was possible on several questions raised by the Secretariat. These included: Is there a
need for a more formalized membership and leadership of the GCM? How might the membership of
the GCM be broadened and extended to ‘nontraditional’ organizations? And, is a more systematic
approach to fundraising needed?
In discussion on how additional GCM funds might be raised, it was mentioned that the UNFCCC
AWGLCA negotiating texts should be closely followed for potential opportunities to include support
for observation needs in developing countries. Also, one might introduce projects proposed in the
RAPs for GCM support. The SC Chairman noted that he was aware that the Convention bodies are
now particularly focused on the needs of developing countries, so it may be productive to invite
organizations like the World Bank and UNDP to the next GCM meeting. One concern raised was that
the Sponsors of GCOS may be trying to do similar fundraising. Hence, there is a possibility that
potential donors could be confused or could suffer from donor fatigue. Moreover, the creation of the
GFCS may add to such confusion and fatigue. The role that GCOS can play in documenting
requirements is, however, a good one—GCOS shouldn’t be seen as just another fundraising
organization. The SC Chairman agreed but noted that if the Parties to the UNFCCC are considering
the identification of funds for adaptation purposes, we need to ensure that they are aware of
observation needs. One SC member noted that the message has gotten across that climate
information is important, e.g., for research and modeling. However, if we are thinking about
enhancing membership of the GCM, it may be necessary to attract and inform new entities and to
spread the message in new fora.
It was agreed that the GCM meeting should continue to be held once a year and that the best time to
arrange the next such meeting would probably be during SBSTA 33 in November/December 2010,
expected to be in Mexico City. At that time, the observations half of the Research and Systematic
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Observations agenda item would again be taken up. One SC participant noted that it was fine to have
GCM meetings in parallel with SBSTA meetings, but that some effort needed to be made to attract
“people with money.”
In his presentation, Mr Dick Thigpen reviewed GUAN and GSN revitalization projects, most of which
had been completed with funds donated through the GCM process. Major contributors of funds were
Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States. He noted that
hydrogen generator repairs had been made at Harare, Zimbabwe; Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; Nairobi,
Kenya; and San Cristobal, Galapagos; and that radiosondes had been sent to Dar es Salaam,
Mauritius, and, along with a new ground system, to the Galapagos Islands. In the future, he has
plans to renovate the Luanda, Angola GUAN station and provide radiosondes for Mauritius.
Radiosondes are needed at Yerevan, Armenia; Gan, Maldives; and San Jose, Costa Rica. GSN
stations have been revitalized in Bjelasnica, Bosnia and Herzegovina; Tbilisi, Georgia; Chisinau,
Moldova; Aragats High Mountain, Armenia; Uruguay (4); and Angola (8). Unfortunately,
however,
several planned training workshops had to be cancelled due to lack of funds or interest.
Several Technical Support Projects (TSPs) are currently underway, including one in the Pacific
Islands, one in the Americas, and one in Southern Africa. As part of the Projects, a technical expert
visits each GUAN station in the region twice per year and as many GSN stations as possible and
monitors reports from all stations. Finally, Mr Thigpen reviewed the CBS Lead Centers for GCOS.
These are distributed around the world, and the focal points for each Lead Center, he noted, have the
authority to contact countries in their respective regions directly to address GSN and GUAN issues.
They serve to help GCOS bridge cultural barriers and language problems and are encouraged to
contact all countries within their region. A complaint of many at the moment is the Global
Telecommunications System (GTS). It appears that many Regional Telecommunication Hubs (RTHs)
do not maintain required catalogs, many do not respond to queries, and there is much missing data.
The Lead Centers have asked CBS for assistance on this issue.
A key issue is sustainability: How can GCOS keep these operations going? How can it continue
radiosonde support? Also significant is the fact that to date GCM support has only been for the
atmospheric domain. It was seen by SC members as desirable to expand GCM support into the other
GCOS domains.
Action 34. GCOS Cooperation Mechanism. The SC requested the Secretariat to liaise with GCOS
National Coordinators and known, likely GCOSlinked participants to arrange for a 2010 meeting of
the GCOS Cooperation Board (GCB). It noted that this meeting would likely be held in association
with SBSTA 33, where observations will again be on the agenda. The SC supported an annual
meeting of the GCB at appropriate SBSTA sessions.
Action 35. GCM Project Lists. The SC invited the TOPC and OOPC Chairs to identify priority
technical projects which could be considered for GCM funding in the same manner as atmospheric
domain projects are now considered.
Action 36. Future of the GCM. The SC requested the Secretariat, in consultation with the outgoing
and incoming Chairs, to explore options for the future development of the GCM. It requested that the
Secretariat take into account the actions agreed at the last GCB meeting, the recommendations of the
UNDP review of the RWP, possible funding bodies beyond the current GCB membership, and the
existing fundraising activities of the GCOS Sponsors. Consideration should be given to seeking
UNDP participation in further meetings of the Board (cf. Action 32).

8.5.

Developing a Priority Project List for GCM Board Members

This issue was considered in conjunction with Item 8.4 above, leading to Action 35 on developing
projects for GCM consideration in the terrestrial and oceanic domains.
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9. The Way Forward for GCOS after World Climate Conference3
9.1.

A Review of the Outcomes of WCC3

Mr Stefan Rösner, who represented GCOS on the WCC3 International Organizing Committee
(WIOC), introduced this agenda item by providing an overview of the preparation and organization of
World Climate Conference3 (WCC3). He noted that The WCC3 brought together more than 2,000
climate scientists, sectoral experts, and decisionmakers from more than 150 countries, including 11
Heads of State and some 80 government ministers and other senior officials. The large number of
participants, he speculated, could have resulted from a misunderstanding by some that WCC3 was
linked to the COP process. Although it was not, it was heartening to have attracted so many
participants. Mr Rösner noted that WCC3 approved creation of a new Global Framework for Climate
Services (GFCS) and that it will influence the ongoing UNFCCC negotiations before and beyond COP
15 in Copenhagen. The many statements supporting the need for enhanced and improved observing
systems for climate made during the Expert Segment underpin the findings summarized in the
Conference Statement.
Of the 12 parallel working sessions held during the conference, the one most relevant to GCOS was
the one on climate observations. This session took stock of progress with the planning and
implementation of the Global Climate Observing System since the Second World Climate Conference
and addressed issues to guide its further development in support of climate prediction and information
for decisionmaking. Dr Adrian Simmons, who was the theme leader for the observations working
session, provided a detailed summary of the session. He drew upon paragraphs 61 to 64 of section
4.1 of the final Conference Statement which, as it is both important and short, is reproduced in its
entirety below:
“61. Longterm observation of the atmosphere, land and ocean is vital for all countries, and
must be funded for the public good as economies and societies become increasingly affected
by climate variability and change. The climaterelevant components of the various global,
regional and national observing networks that have been incorporated under the auspices of
the GCOS since 1991 have provided most of the data used for climate analysis, prediction
and changedetection. They have demonstrated that warming of the global climate system is
unequivocal and have provided information on climate patterns and trends at regional and
national scale.
62. The networks must be strengthened and sustained in order to monitor climate variability
and change, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the policies implemented to mitigate
change. Observations are needed to support improvement of climate models, to initialise and
enable effective use of model predictions to decades ahead and to guide the use of models
for longerterm scenariobased projections. Observations are needed to assess social and
economic vulnerabilities and develop the many actions that must be taken to adapt to climate
variability and unavoidable change. They must be recognised as essential public goods
where the value of global availability of data exceeds any economic or strategic value of
withholding national data.
63. Full implementation of GCOS is essential for supporting both the adaptation and the
mitigation objectives of the UNFCCC, and for ensuring that all countries will be able to
manage their response to climate variations and change through the 21st Century.
64. The observational experts at the Conference accordingly agreed on the following
recommendations:

·
·

Longterm sustenance of observing systems. The established insitu and spacebased
components of GCOS should be sustained and operated with continued attention to data
quality and application of the GCOS Climate Monitoring Principles (4.1.a);
Improvement of operation and planning. The operation and planning of observing
systems should be improved, so as better to identify deficiencies, achieve resilience, and
assure reliable and timely delivery of goodquality data, traceable to international
standards (4.1.b);
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·

·

·
·

Enhancement of observing systems. Enhancements to observing systems should be
implemented wherever feasible, filling gaps in spatial coverage and in the range of
variables measured, improving measurement accuracy and frequency where needed,
increasing use of operational platforms for satellite sensors, ensuring adequate
monitoring of urban and coastal conditions, and establishing key highquality reference
networks (4.1.c);
Improvement of data services. Improvements should be made to the rescue, exchange,
archiving and cataloguing of data, and to the recalibration, reprocessing and reanalysis of
longterm records, working towards full and unrestricted access to data and products
(4.1.d);
Observations for adaptation planning. All countries should give high priority to the
observational needs for adaptation planning, identifying their needs in National
Adaptation Programs of Action where applicable (4.1.e); and
Regional implementation of GCOS. Developed countries should commit to assist
developing countries to maintain and strengthen their observing networks through
support for updating, refining and, most importantly, implementing the GCOS Regional
Action Plans and other regional observational and service initiatives such as ClimDev
Africa, GOOS Africa, and Pacific Islands GCOS (4.1.f).”

The SC Chairman, who also served as the Chairman of the WIOC, provided some additional
comments on the outcome of the Conference. He believed that the Expert Segment had been
successful and the observation session especially so. The Conference Statement appeared to have
broad support from both the service provider and user communities, but there had been some
disappointment that all the initial preambular material had been stripped away from the final
negotiated version of the Conference Declaration. It was, however, agreed to establish a GFCS “to
strengthen production, availability, delivery, and application of sciencebased climate prediction and
services.” To make recommendations on the elements of the Framework, a highlevel Task Force is
to be set up, with its terms of reference and membership to be approved and adopted by an
intergovernmental meeting of Member States of WMO. (This meeting had been tentatively set for late
December, but was considered more likely to take place in January 2010). The Chairman noted that
the Conference Statement had called for major strengthening of what it identified as the five essential
elements of a GFCS. These included:

·
·
·
·

·

The Global Climate Observing System and all its components and associated activities; and
provision of free and unrestricted exchange and access to climate data;
The World Climate Research Programme, underpinned by adequate computing resources and
increased interaction with other global climate relevant research initiatives.
Climate services information systems taking advantage of enhanced existing national and
international climate service arrangements in the delivery of products, including sectororiented
information to support adaptation activities;
Climate user interface mechanisms that are focussed on building linkages and integrating
information, at all levels, between the providers and users of climate services, and that are
aimed at the development and effective use of climate information products, including the
support of adaptation activities; and
Efficient and enduring capacity building through education, training, and strengthened outreach
and communication.

The Chairman hoped that the process of elaborating the GFCS would be carried forward as a UN
Delivering as One initiative, but also cautioned that it will be a challenge to create an effective GFCS.
It is particularly important that the SC work to ensure that the Sponsors of GCOS contribute effectively
to the elaboration of the observations element.

9.2.

A View of the Role of GCOS after WCC3

Following directly from the comments he had made under Agenda Item 9.1, the SC Chairman offered
his views on the role of GCOS after WCC3. His purpose was to suggest how the GCOS SC, Panels,
and Secretariat might most effectively contribute to the followup process to ensure that GCOS plays
its full expected role in the proposed new GFCS.
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He proposed that a GCOS Task Group on GFCS be formed and that it undertake to: 1) review all
WCC3 White Papers, session reports and national and agency statements to produce a
comprehensive summary of all GCOS and observationrelevant needs, capabilities, opportunities and
proposals identified during both the Expert and Highlevel Segments of the Conference; 2) identify all
climate and climaterelated variables identified through WCC3, CCl (Commission for Climatology),
GEO and other processes that are needed to support the full range of climate services envisaged
under the proposed GFCS; 3) consult with those responsible for all the main existing component
observing systems, including especially the satellite operators, on how they envisage their
systems/networks/programs meeting the identified need for climate and climaterelated observations
in support of climate services under the proposed GFCS; and 4) develop a comprehensive Concept
Paper on “GCOS as the observational component of the GFCS” to provide a detailed prospectus for
the future development of GCOS within the GFCS framework building on its former role in support of
both the World Climate Programme and the IPCC/UNFCCC process. Development of this paper will
require close coordination with all GCOS Sponsors and collaboration with WCRP.
The SC Chairman then offered his views on the strategic development of GCOS after WCC3. He
considered that:
· There should be only one ‘GCOS.’ Its redesign/restructure should therefore lead to a concept
for GCOS which meets both the needs of the UNFCCC (and WCRP and IPCC) and the needs
for observations in support of the full range of climate services envisaged under the GFCS;
· The original 1990 concept of GCOS as a system of climaterelevant components of the various
domainbased observing systems, built on, and implemented through, the GOS, GAW, GOOS,
GTOS and other established global observing systems should be retained and reinforced;
· The objectives of GCOS should be reformulated to separately identify its role in support of:
− research (as represented by the WCRP and its partner programs);
− assessment (at the international level, the IPCC);
− services (encompassing the full range of climate monitoring, prediction, information,
investigation and advisory services which will be elaborated through the design of the
‘Information’ and ‘Interface’ components of the proposed GFCS); and
− policy (at the international level, the UNFCCC);
· The postWCC3 GCOS should be clearly defined to embrace all types of climaterelevant
observations on all time and space scales (and especially observations required at the national
and local level for adaptation purposes) with differentiation by scale and purpose addressed
through the definition of a hierarchy of GCOS “networks”;
· GCOS should be formally reconstituted by interagency agreement (MOU or whatever
alternative mechanism is adopted by the Sponsors for the GFCS as a whole) as a component
of the GFCS with its present international cosponsorship broadened to include at least
UNESCO (as well as its IOC), FAO, and WHO.
· The observational (GCOS), research (WCRP), and serviceprovision components of the GFCS
should be brought together under the joint auspices of the established UN climate organisations
and ICSU in a reconstituted World Climate Programme with a greatly strengthened (and
desirably cosponsored) Commission for Climatology providing overall coordination of the
intergovernmental aspects of their implementation; and
· The GCOS National Coordinator and GCOS National Committee concepts should be further
developed as the nucleus for coordinated “National Climate Service” arrangements at the
national level in individual countries.
Action 37. Role of GCOS in the GFCS. The SC asked the Chairman, Panel Chairs, and Secretariat
Director to draft a Concept Paper on the GCOS role in the proposed GFCS and to coordinate GCOS
input to the proposed GFCS Task Force, keeping the full SC informed on progress as appropriate. An
initial version of this paper should be completed by February/March 2010.

9.3.

Promotion of GCOS

The available time did not allow detailed formal consideration of this agenda item. However, several
observations were made on the need to promote GCOS at various points throughout the 4day SC
session. In particular, more than once it was remarked that, despite past efforts, many individuals and
organizations are still confused about the scope and mission of GCOS. All too often, for example,
GCOS is conceived to be comprised of only the GSN and GUAN. This view was expressed within
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WMO itself recently, as both WMO staff and other participants in the EC Working Group on Climate,
Related Weather, Water, and Environmental matters did not appear to realize that the GCOS mission
extended beyond the atmospheric domain. Others understand GCOS to be concerned only with
globalscale observations rather than with climaterelated observations at all scales. And some have
assumed that GCOS is only concerned with support for the UNFCCC and is not, therefore, any longer
a primary responsibility of NMSs and other partner organizations. In addition, there is also confusion
in the WMO community about the relationship between GCOS and WIGOS, with little understanding
that WIGOS networks provide a large part of GCOS. Moreover, despite the GCOS Regional
Workshop Programme, few current WMO PRs understand that GCOS is the framework through which
all networks coordinate on climate, and virtually no one is aware that GCOS is designed to help the
efforts of other WMO programmes and other partner organizations perform their climaterelated
functions in a more coordinated way. Some feel that GCOS has too much visibility in certain fora
and/or that it is working at cross purposes to their own programmes. For their part, the GCOS SC and
Secretariat also remain concerned about a lingering GEO reluctance to acknowledge GCOS as the
climate observing component of GEOSS.
Clearly, there is work to be done in promoting an improved understanding of GCOS and its mission.
Although GCOS has done well in raising the issues it represents to the attention of the Parties to the
UNFCCC, there are other fora in which it needs to become more visible. These include the IPCC
and, more recently, the developing GFCS. Although the GCOS is, on paper, an important element of
the GFCS and climate observations clearly underpin the development of effective climate services,
there is insufficient recognition that observing networks still need substantial improvement and
expansion if the required services are to meet the needs of users. There is likewise insufficient
understanding that GCOS is perhaps the single best current example of the UN System Delivering as
One on Climate Knowledge that could be championed and further developed by the Sponsors of
GCOS and other potential international partners.
Among some of the thoughts that SC members and Secretariat staff had for promoting GCOS were
the development of a brochure laying out the mission and work of GCOS in simple terms, the
development of simple posters for display in such fora as COP meetings, and participation in new fora
so as to get the “GCOS message” out to more people. Such fora might include, for example, WMO
Regional Association sessions. Finally, the update of the GCOS Plan, which will be done in 2010, will
provide an opportunity to develop a detailed promotion and outreach strategy.
Action 38. Promotion of GCOS. The SC requested the Secretariat to give high priority to
development and implementation of a proactive strategy for promotion of GCOS.

9.4.

GCOS, Adaptation, and Development

As with Agenda Item 9.3 there was insufficient time for discussion of this agenda item. However, the
background document was noted with general approval by the SC.
The link between climate observations and climate services has been explicitly recognized in the
GFCS. This link can be extended from climate services to climate risk management and, ultimately,
to adaptation and sustainable development. Indeed, although GCOS has no specific strategy to deal
with climate observing needs for development purposes, the Secretariat recognized even in 2006
(when it obtained funding from the UK’s Department for International Development and others to
organize the Addis Ababa workshop that eventually led to the creation of the Climate for Development
in Africa Programme) that development organizations, while having no direct interest in observations
as an end in themselves, would be interested in them—and potentially in providing support for their
improvement—if it could be demonstrated that better observations could contribute to attainment of
development goals. The importance of climate observations for adaptation and development is
becoming increasingly recognized, and SC document 9.4 suggests that it is time to give some thought
to developing a strategy to address the need for observations for development purposes. Such
strategy would probably overlap significantly, although perhaps not entirely, with similarly needed
strategies to address climate observing needs for adaptation and for the GFCS.
The SC noted that the GCOS MOU specifies that GCOS “will ensure the data needs are met for
climate system monitoring, for assessing the impacts of climate variability and change, and for
applications to national economic development.” In the recent GCOS Progress Report a key
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message is that developing countries have made only limited progress in their observing networks
since 2004, with evidence of decline in some regions, and that support for capacity building continues
to be small in relation to the needs. In addition, although Regional Action Plans are in place, there
has been only limited implementation of these Plans, and the projects detailed in the Plans need
updating and refinement.
The Secretariat document raised the question as to what could GCOS do to address climate
observing needs for development. The SC agreed that additional thought needs to be given to this
question by both the SC and Secretariat. However, it noted some preliminary ideas included in the
Secretariat document as follows:

·
·
·
·
·

Develop a comprehensive strategy to address observing system needs for adaptation and
development;
Develop a strategy for addressing the needs of the GFCS;
Revitalize links with UNDP and UNEP;
Incorporate a strategy for meeting development needs in the update of the GCOS Strategic
Plan; and
Seek funding for more implementation strategy meetings to assist developing countries
implement their RAPs.

Action 39. GCOS in Support of Development. The SC requested the Secretariat to further develop
a strategy for enhancing the GCOS role in support of social and economic development for
consideration at its next session.

10.

User Views on How GCOS Can Serve Their Needs

10.1. GCOS in Support of Water Resources and WCASP
The Secretariat document, “Climate and Water  Needs for Climate Data and Information,” was
introduced by Dr Stephan Bojinski on behalf of the WMO Climate and Water (CLW) Department and
the GCOS Secretariat. Dr Bojinski noted that SCXVI called attention to declining hydrological
networks in support of climate applications and, more widely, in support of decisionmaking in the
water sector, and requested that actions be taken by the SC Chairman and Secretariat to address this
issue. He then summarized some of the actions that had been taken by various entities. He noted,
for example, that, at its 13th session (412 November 2008) the WMO Commission for Hydrology
(CHyXIII) recommended: 1) further strengthening of activities undertaken by the Global Terrestrial
Network – Hydrology and other relevant Commission initiatives in support of the adequate provision of
climaterelevant hydrologic data and information for climate research and applications, and in support
of adaptation to climate variability and change in the water sector, and 2) that Members maintain and
strengthen the hydrological networks and observational capabilities that are a prerequisite for the
development of adaptation strategies and related activities.
Of particular note is an assertion in the WCC3 Conference Statement that pointed out that the
continuing degradation of hydrometeorological networks and databases has resulted in a crisis in our
ability to generate information needed for managing climate risk in the water sector. As hydrological
networks are part of the essential foundation for future adaptation to climate uncertainties, the WCC3
called for a focused priority effort to reverse this decline and to develop reanalysis products.
The issue of hydrological networks was also brought to the attention of UN Water. The UN World
Water Development Report 3, Water in a Changing World, published in 2009, is a statement by more
than two dozen UN agencies and other stakeholders on the status of water as a universal resource
for livelihoods and sustainable development. One of the key messages of the report notes the urgent
need for more investments in water management and related infrastructure. The chapter “Bridging
the Observational Gap” states, inter alia, that “improving water resources management requires
investments in monitoring and more efficient use of existing data, including traditional groundbased
observations and newer satellitebased data products. Most countries, developed and developing,
need to give greater attention and more resources to monitoring, observations and continual
assessments of the status of water resources.”
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The SC Chairman noted that most water managers are locally focused and most do not understand
how important their data are for climate purposes. He suggested that the SC should strongly
reinforce the critical nature of hydrological networks for climate. As part of the followup to WCC3,
the Secretariat should work with the WMO CLW Department, e.g., by compiling everything of
relevance that came out of WCC3 on climate needs for hydrological data, so that when the WCC3
Task Force gets going, we will be prepared to report on what the user community in the water sector
has said. Another SC member wondered if the Secretariat could compile data and statistics on the
functioning of water networks and proposed that we should stress the importance of data from space.
Action 40. Importance of Hydrological Networks for Climate. The SC requested the Secretariat
to liaise with the WMO Climate and Water Department to develop an assessment of the status of
hydrological networks for climate purposes. It requested that, as far as possible, detailed information
th
on the current situation and plans should be made available for consideration at the 18 session of
the SC (cf. Action 14).

10.2. GCOS Contribution to ACMAD Activities
Dr Mohammed Kadi spoke briefly about the relationship between the African Centre of Meteorological
Applications for Development (ACMAD) and GCOS. In particular, he noted that the GCOS
Secretariat and ACMAD had collaborated in 2003 on organizing the “GCOS Regional Workshop for
Western and Central Africa on Improving Observing Systems for Climate.” Although this workshop
led to the development of a Regional Action Plan, not much has been implemented since the plan
was developed. Dr Kadi mentioned, however, that the Climate for Development in Africa Programme
began as a GCOS initiative and was based partly on the GCOS Regional Action Plans developed for
several subregions of Africa. He noted that the implementation phase of ClimDev Africa was likely to
start soon and that the African Development Bank (AfDB) would like to see ClimDev Africa funds used
in part to strengthen regional institutions like ACMAD. ACMAD was therefore strengthening its ties to
the key African institutions promoting ClimDev Africa, in particular the AfDB and the UN Economic
Commission for Africa (UNECA), and expects to be involved in the development of proposals that
could be funded through ClimDev Africa. He suggested that ACMAD could act as a focal point for
ClimDev related activities. Finally, Dr Kadi, noting the importance of the UNFCCC, the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD), and Convention to Combat Desertification (CCD), suggested that more
could be done to coordinate these conventions at the regional level. The SC members welcomed the
update and strongly encouraged ACMAD in its potential role in the implementation of ClimDev Africa.

10.3. GCOS in Support of WCRP and Other ESSP Programmes
Discussion of the relationship between WCRP and GCOS was handled by way of a conference call
with Prof Antonio Busalacchi, the Chair of WCRP, connecting to the SC from the University of
Maryland in the USA. A key issue was how GCOS could better serve WCRP in its role in the
proposed GFCS. The SC Chairman noted that it was essential that GCOS and WCRP operate in a
wellcoordinated manner to contribute to the work of the proposed GFCS Task Force.
Another issue dealt with interaction with the IGBP. Prof Busalacchi noted that as we expand from
coupled climate models to true Earth system models, IGBP has no WOAP equivalent. GCOS has
links with GTOS and GOOS, but also needs to establish links with IGBP. Another challenge is the
emerging regional focus. WCRP has implemented a task on regional downscaling, and GCOS could
collaborate with WCRP on this issue.6 The integration of spacebased and in situ observations is
another emerging issue.
WCRP has a new implementation plan addressing the years 20102015. An independent review
recommended that WCRP should begin to give special attention to societal needs and adaptation. It
should also consolidate and strengthen its focus as a user of climate observations. The Joint
Steering Committee (JSC) has already begun to take steps to make the required changes. The
challenge will be to make the transition from a disciplinary to an interdisciplinary mode of action, so in
the future there will be a greater emphasis on interactions with coupled systems. Some integrating
themes include cryosphere interactions, observations and analysis, prediction, and supporting
6

Of note is that GCOS and WCRP are partners, along with WMO and ICPAC, in a World Bank funded project, “Climate
Observations and Regional Modeling in Support of Climate Risk Management and Sustainable Development.”
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stakeholder needs. Climate observations, obviously, provide the critical underpinning for all these
activities.
A WCRP Open Science Conference will take place in 2011. This will be the springboard for the
evolution of the WCRP. The SC Chairman noted that the concept of GCOS itself is rapidly evolving in
light of WCC3, e.g., to the need to ensure availability of climate and climaterelated observations at
all scales. He proposed that if WCRP is able to build in an observations component in its upcoming
conference, the GGOS community would welcome the opportunity to participate. Dr Trenberth, also
via teleconference, confirmed that an observations and analysis component will be an element of the
conference.
Action 41. Working with WCRP on GFCS. The SC urged the Director to work closely with her
WCRP counterpart in scoping the potential contribution of GCOS and WCRP to the proposed GFCS
and to climate research and applications more generally.

10.4. GCOS in Support of IPCC: Improving the GCOSIPCC Interface
Dr. Carolin Richter reviewed the recent efforts to obtain Observer status for GCOS with the IPCC and,
having obtained that status at the April 2009 IPCC session in Antalya, Turkey, the contributions that
the GCOS Chairman, Panels, and Secretariat have made to the IPCC scoping process for the Fifth
Assessment Report (AR5). She noted the joint WCRP/GCOS letter to the Chair of IPCC in May 2009,
which addressed future needs for research and observations in AR5; the participation of the GCOS
Panel Chairs in the scoping meeting for AR5 in Venice in July 2009; and the participation of Dr
Michael Manton, representing GCOS, in the October 2009 IPCC Plenary in Bali, Indonesia. Of
special note is that GEO and IPCC, with GCOS participation, are planning a joint workshop to explore
how the GEOSS could improve the delivery of multidisciplinary data and data products and services
to those research communities that address climate impacts, adaptation and vulnerability and whose
work supports IPCC assessments.
The SC Chairman noted his satisfaction that GCOS has secured IPCC Observer status. GCOS
representatives would now be in a better position to contribute to the AR5 and to the development of
GCOS in support of future IPCC assessments. One SC member indicated, however, that, in the past,
it was not IPCC practice to make recommendations about observations. It is still likely that the IPCC
will avoid becoming involved in advocacy, but, as the GEO representative noted, the IPCC process
itself is recognizing the importance of improved observations, and this is good news even if improved
observations cannot be explicitly advocated in the next report. Another participant referred to the
speech of Dr Pachauri, the IPCC Chair, at WCC3, a speech that was extremely supportive of
observations. Finally, an SC member pointed out that now that GCOS has Observer status, it may be
possible to improve the relationships between GCOS National Coordinators and national IPCC
scientists.
The Director of the GTOS Secretariat announced an upcoming meeting of IPCC, FAO, and the
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) to discuss international access to data sets,
particularly in the agriculture and fisheries sectors. He suggested that both GTOS and GCOS should
be involved in the meeting.
Action 42. Collaboration with IPCC. The SC requested the Secretariat to ensure active GCOS
representation at IPCC sessions during the preparation of the AR5. It asked that the report of the
GCOS observer at the Bali IPCC plenary sessions be provided for information and reaction to all SC
members.

10.5. GCOS in Support of the UNFCCC
Ms Karoliina Saarniaho of the UNFCCC Secretariat summarized the main activities and outcomes of
the UNFCCC process relevant to global climate observations since the XVI session of the GCOS SC.
She first reviewed the conclusions on research and systematic observation of SBSTA 30, held in
Bonn in June, 2009. Three reports were considered at this session of SBSTA, including the “GCOS
Progress Report 20042008” (see section 8.1 of this Report) and the associated “Synthesis of
National Reports on Systematic Observation for Climate,” a GTOS report updating progress on
assessing the status of the development of standards for each of the ECVs in the terrestrial domain
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and on the framework for terrestrial observing systems for climate, and a CEOS report updating
progress by space agencies in implementing relevant actions contained in the GCOS Implementation
Plan.
A draft decision on systematic observation was produced at SBSTA 30 that would be recommended
for adoption by COP 15 in Copenhagen. This decision calls for Parties to:

·

·
·

Work towards addressing the priorities and gaps identified in the GCOS Progress Report 2004
2008, in particular through the implementation of the GCOS Regional Action Plans and through
the sustained longterm operation of essential in situ networks (especially for the oceanic and
terrestrial domains), including, among other means, through the provision of the necessary
resources;
Support for activities aimed at sustaining climate observations over the longterm in developing
countries, especially least developed countries (LDCs) and small island developing states
(SIDS); and
An updated GCOS Implementation Plan by SBSTA 33 that takes into account emerging needs
in climate observations, in particular those relating to adaptation activities.

Activities related to systematic observation in the Nairobi Work Programme on Impacts, Vulnerability
and Adaptation (NWP) were addressed next. SBSTA recommendations resulting from NWP
workshops held in 2009 included the need to improve availability, accessibility, and relevance of
climate data at appropriate spatial and temporal scales, including climate observations and scenario
data, meteorological parameters, socioeconomic data, geographic data, national statistics, agricultural
data, and information on natural resources; the need to provide incentives and continued support for
enhancing observation systems and for collecting and disseminating data; the need to enhance the
effectiveness and adequacy of early warning systems; and the need to enhance technical capacity for
data processing and analysis.
In this context, Ms. Saarniaho noted that an NWP workshop will be held prior to SBSTA 32 (June
2010) to consider how regional centers and networks undertaking work relevant to climate change
could collaborate. It will address issues related to methods and tools, communication between
providers and users of data, climate models and scenarios, and relevant matters related to
observational data on climate, among other issues.
Other activities under the NWP related to climate data and observations include publication of a
synthesis document that highlights practical outcomes, good practices and lessons learned, as well
as challenges and opportunities from implementing actions pledged by NWP partner organizations.
GCOS has contributed to this document, which was made available at COP15, in the chapter on
“Improving the Provision of Climate Data and Information.” A second publication, Climate Change:
Scientific, Technical, and SocioEconomic Aspects of Adaptation, will be available in 2010.
An update was provided on the intergovernmental negotiations leading towards an expected
Copenhagen agreement on longterm cooperative action on how to improve the implementation of the
Convention through enhanced cooperation on mitigation, adaptation, development, and transfer of
technology and the provision of financial resources and investment. Among other things, Ms
Saarniaho highlighted aspects of relevance to observations being put forward by Parties as part of
their proposals under those negotiations, such as elements on supporting capacity building for
adaptation, including systematic observation, collection, archiving, and analysis of data. Proposals
also address the possible establishment of regional centers and networks to coordinate and
disseminate information related to systematic observation and impacts and response modeling for
improved vulnerability and adaptation assessments.
Mutual benefits and potential synergies between the UNFCCC and the GFCS were noted. These
include the possible opportunities for enhancing the reliable knowledge base to help with assessment
of impacts and planning of adaptation activities; enhancing the communication between the users and
providers of the data and information; enhancing the development of tools and services to address
user needs; and strengthening modalities for regional and international cooperation.
Finally, Ms. Saarniaho gave some suggestions for further enhancing the implementation of GCOS in
support of the UNFCCC, such as implementation of the GCOS Regional Action Plans, ensuring
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sustained longterm operation of in situ networks, especially for the oceanic and terrestrial domains,
and working to sustain climate observations over the long term in developing countries, especially in
LDCs and SIDS. Addressing emerging needs and priorities relevant for adaptation activities under
both the NWP and the expected Copenhagen agreement would also be important priority activities.
GCOS support for the UNFCCC has been a major focus of GCOS activity and a mutually beneficial
process. The SC Chairman noted that this process has given political exposure to GCOS, and it is
clear that the UNFCCC and GCOS Secretariats have collaborated effectively together. One SC
member pointed out that it is often forgotten that the conclusions from SBSTA, e.g., related to
systematic observations, are negotiated text. The Parties therefore have some responsibility to act on
decisions, such as the one on systematic observations expected to be adopted at COP 15. This
member also noted that several funds are being considered to address the adaptation needs of
developing countries. Such funds may be a source of support for improving observations in
developing countries. The Director of GOOS suggested that this may not be so straightforward, but it
may nevertheless be worthwhile to make sure that the joint Sponsors of GOOS, GTOS, and GCOS
are aware of relevant text and to encourage them to increase support on that basis. Others cautioned
that substantial resources were unlikely to appear any time soon and that it was therefore important to
keep emphasizing the need for longterm sustainability of observations. One SC participant
wondered why the World Bank, for example, has not shown more interest in what GCOS is trying to
do. He surmised that the needs of many are project oriented and that this has made it difficult to
improve observations systematically.
The Chairman considered that, beyond 2010, GCOS will need to become more focused on meeting
observational needs at the local level. He stressed that it is critical to encourage those responsible for
observations across the atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial domains to coordinate better at the
national level.
Action 43. Collaborating with the UNFCCC. The SC requested the Secretariat to continue to
engage with the UNFCCC process and to give collaboration with the UNFCCC Secretariat a high
priority. It requested the Secretariat to watch for all opportunities to work with the UNFCCC
Secretariat to facilitate improvements in observing systems for climate.

10.6. Preparation of IP10, Including Assessment of the Costs of GCOS
Implementation
On behalf of Dr Paul Mason, Chair of the report writing task team, Dr Bojinski briefed the session on
the status of preparation of the 2010 update to the Implementation Plan for the Global Observing
System for Climate in Support of the UNFCCC (IP10),7 including the approach taken to assess the
costs for implementing the actions recommended in the Plan, as per the request by the UNFCCC’s
SBSTA.
The mandate for preparing this update to the similarlytitled 2004 Plan (IP04) came from Parties at
the June 2009 UNFCCC SBSTA 30 which, in their conclusion under agenda item 6 (“Research and
Systematic Observation”), “invited the GCOS secretariat to prepare, under the guidance of the GCOS
Steering Committee, an update of the GCOS implementation plan before its thirtythird session
[November 2010], with a provisional plan to be submitted for consideration at COP 15 in December
2009.”
The bases for the updated IP10 are the IP04 (GCOS92) and its 2006 Satellite Supplement (GCOS
107); assessment of the progress and changes that have occurred in the past five years in science
(e.g., as indicated in the recent GCOS Progress Report, the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4),
and the Sydney workshop “Learning from the AR4”); technological improvements (e.g., in satellite
sensors and ocean in situ platforms); changing user needs (e.g., a stronger focus on adaptation and
mitigation options); and new approaches to international coordination (e.g., through GEO/GEOSS and
the UN System Delivering as One on Climate Change).

7

IP10 was initially, and informally, known as IP09. As the final publication date changed to early 2010, the SC agreed that
the acronym should be changed accordingly.
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Implementation of the proposed 140 or so actions in the current draft Plan between 20102015 would
ensure implementation of a comprehensive observing system for the ECVs that would address
Articles 4 and 5 of the UNFCCC, including associated analysis, research, infrastructure, and capacity
building, in support (mainly but not exclusively) of the needs of the UNFCCC for monitoring,
adaptation, and mitigation. The IP10 has a revised list of ECVs that takes into account evolving
scientific requirements and technological developments enabling measurements that could not
previously be made. For example, the updated list of ECVs now includes soil moisture, soil carbon,
ocean oxygen content, and habitat properties (both marine and terrestrial), and it recognizes the
importance of observing the precursors that play a part in the formation of some atmospheric
composition ECVs.
The SBSTA invited the GCOS Secretariat to also include in this updated GCOS implementation plan
a breakdown of costs involved. The SBSTA wished that the costs be broken down by region,
observing system, and between developed and developing countries. It invited the GCOS secretariat
to provide a provisional updated implementation plan, in conjunction with a provisional estimation of
costs, before the fifteenth session of the Conference of the Parties (in response to this request a
provisional draft IP10 was submitted to the UNFCCC Secretariat on 28 October 2009). Open review
of this draft was agreed to start in midNovember 2009, with finalization planned for April 2010.
The estimated costs in IP10 were assessed for each action as additional annual costs on top of costs
for existing, networks, systems, and infrastructure needed for climate (but in many cases not
specifically designed for climate). Cost estimates include the costs of augmenting existing systems in
support of climate needs, the transition of systems from research to operations, and costs for new
systems. In the draft, those annual additional costs amount to roughly 2.1 billion USD, with roughly
1.7 billion USD to be spent by AnnexI Parties (a large fraction of which would be for systems in extra
territorial areas, such as space and the open oceans) and 0.4 billion USD to be spent in the countries
of nonAnnexI Parties. These estimates do not include costs for existing observing systems and
infrastructure that contribute to GCOS (estimated to be about 47 billion USD annually, some of which
is not necessarily secured for the long term), and they generally do not include a range of other
nationspecific needs for observations and infrastructure (approximately 510 billion USD annually) for
other purposes in addition to climate.
The SC discussed mainly (i) the editorial note to be included at the beginning of the draft, which would
help put it in context for the reader, and (ii) the illustration of observing networks and systems for
which cost estimates are and are not given in the draft IP10. Suggestions by SC members were
taken into consideration before the draft was submitted to SBSTA. The SC endorsed the release of
the 28 October draft IP10 for submission to the UNFCCC Secretariat and for open review, and will
revise the document for official release once comments have been received and considered.
Action 44. Finalization of IP10. The SC requested the Secretariat to assess the responses
received during the open review process for IP10 and to assist the SC Chairman, Panel Chairs, and
writing team members in finalizing the Plan, including, if necessary, a further meeting to complete the
task. It requested the Secretariat to circulate the final draft of IP10 to all SC members for
endorsement and approval for publication and release.

11.

The GCOS Contribution to GEOSS

11.1. GCOS in the GEOSS Targets Statement and Work Plan
This agenda item served to introduce a broader discussion of the GCOS/GEOSS/GEO relationship,
which occurred under Agenda Item 11.2. In his introductory remarks, the SC Chairman noted that the
document he prepared for this item was designed to open up discussion on some of the more
sensitive aspects of the GCOSGEOSS relationship. The document expressed a certain amount of
frustration with the lack of progress that had been made to date in harmonizing and aligning the
GCOS and GEOSS processes and missions. The document proposed three options for working with
GEO, which, in summary, are to:

·

Continue to give very high priority to achieving harmonization and alignment of GCOS and the
Climate Societal Benefit Area (SBA) of GEOSS;
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·
·

Maintain the objective of eventual harmonization of GCOS and the Climate SBA of GEOSS but
do not assign significant time or effort to its immediate achievement and manage the GCOS
GEO relationship on an issue by issue basis; or
Maintain the commitment to GEOSS as the essential overarching framework for GCOS but
largely disengage from the GEO mechanism and focus exclusively on GCOS implementation
through established mechanisms.

The Chairman indicated his own clear preference for the first option, although the document also
pointed to:

·
·
·

·

Widespread lack of understanding in the GEO community of the nature and scope of climate
observations and of the established international arrangements (through the WMOIOCUNEP
ICSU GCOS) for their collection and use, leading to:
A reluctance in the GEO community to acknowledge the existence of GCOS as the established
international framework for climate observations and considerable discomfort at any mention of
GCOS, its sponsors, or component systems by name in GEO documents;
The mixed messages going to the GEO Secretariat, Committees, Executive, and Plenary from
various GCOS and nonGCOS climate observing and research programs and sponsors
resulting, at least in part, from different understandings of the scope of both GCOS and the
Climate SBA of GEOSS and everyone’s desire to highlight their own role in documents and fora
that could be helpful to them; and
The limited familiarity in the GEO Secretariat with the issues and influences that shaped the
development of GCOS and the inclusion of a Climate SBA in GEOSS and an evident GEO
Secretariat desire to establish its own framework for climate observations rather than work
through the established GCOS mechanisms and plans.

11.2. GEO Feedback to GCOS
The Director of the GEO Secretariat, Dr Jose Achache, responded to the Chairman’s session
document and introductory remarks in agenda item 11.1. He concurred with the Chairman that the
preference is for the first option introduced, continued harmonization. He suspected that one of the
reasons GCOS may feel somewhat slighted is that it is the GEO policy not to make reference to any
organization in its documents. He suggested that the moment one talks about “observation systems,”
it is necessary to also include models and other things, so one must, for example, include reference to
WCRP. The GEOSS approach is inclusiveness, so it is difficult to recognize GCOS as THE climate
component of GEOSS. No one, he stressed, is questioning the contributions that GCOS can make,
and there is no problem in cooperating.
The Director of the GEO Secretariat expressed his view that most of the discussion seemed to
revolve around secretariats and organizations. However, in the end, we are interested in observing
systems. Relationships can be worked out. The important thing is the users and governments to
whom we report. They don’t usually understand the distinctions, so we can and ought to work
together on our common goal. The Chairman concurred with these remarks, noting that we are trying
to achieve exactly the same thing, so “let’s work together.”
The Sponsors of GCOS voiced their views about the GCOS/GEOSS/GEO relationship. The UNEP
representative stressed that GEO offers a framework and that the dialog must continue. He also
noted, however, that there are many processes in place now and that this may create some
confusion. The ICSU representative stressed that GCOS should be recognized by GEO as the
“climate component” of GEOSS. His view was that to a large extent, this has happened, but that it
has not been explicit enough. He is concerned that GCOS, GOOS, and GTOS don’t receive
adequate recognition and visibility as key components of GEOSS. The IOC representative supported
continued harmonization, but stressed that GCOS should derive some benefit from being part of
GEOSS. The WMO representative noted that history must be taken into account, and he hoped for
more discussion on the subject at the upcoming GEO Plenary. The SC Chairman proposed that the
ICPC mechanism should be activated to develop a common stance among the GCOS Sponsors on
the desired relationship between GEOSS, the three domainbased observing systems, and GCOS.
Action 45. Coordination with GEOSS. The SC encouraged the Chairman and Secretariat,
consistent with the limited resources of the Secretariat, to work closely with the GEO process to
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ensure maximum harmonization, alignment, and coordination between the GEOSS and GCOS
mechanisms.

11.3. GCOS Input to GEOVI and the 2010 Ministerial Summit
Discussion under this agenda item focused on the nature of GCOS participation in the GEO process.
GCOS, like its Sponsors, is identified as a Participating Organization in GEO. This has led to some
difficulties because, even though they may consist of more country Members than GEO itself,
Participating Organizations do not have the same status as members and are not able to contribute to
the process in the same way. The Director of the GEO Secretariat assured the Sponsors that
although they are not formally members, they should consider themselves “different expressions of
the members” and “the arm through which the members do their jobs.” If a Sponsor wishes to submit
a paper indicating how it contributes to GEOSS, this would be perfectly acceptable. The SC
Chairman noted that the fact that GCOS is represented at the same level as its Sponsors in GEO
meetings is also a source of some sensitivity for some Sponsors. He indicated some sympathy with
these concerns but believed that, with good coordination, the mutual support that it enables is
beneficial to all concerned.
The issue of GEO’s work on carbon tracking also arose in this discussion. GEO is not trying to push
for a particular carbon tracking system. It is simply working as a technical body estimating the level of
accuracy and completeness provided by the present capabilities. (See section 4.3 for more on GEO’s
carbon strategy).
Action 46. GCOS Representation in GEO Meetings. The SC endorsed the Chairman’s proposals
for participation in the forthcoming GEOVI Plenary. It also requested the Secretariat Director to liaise
closely with the Director of the GEO Secretariat to ensure strong GCOS representation in future GEO
Plenaries, Summits, and climaterelevant fora. It also requested the Director to work closely with the
Director of WCRP to achieve mutual understanding and alignment among GCOS, WCRP, and
GEOSS.

12.

GCOS Governance

Agenda items 12.1 and 12.2 pertaining to GCOS governance were handled only briefly, owing both to
lack of time and to the desirability of postponing implementation of the SCXVI actions related to
these items pending the outcome of important new developments (especially the establishment of the
GFCS) likely to affect GCOS. Documents 12.1 and 12.2 were almost identical to those submitted to
SCXVI.

12.1. Revising the GCOS Memorandum of Understanding
The Director of the GCOS Secretariat spoke briefly about the proposed revision of the GCOS
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). The need to update the GCOS MOU, which was last revised
in 1998, was discussed during SCXVI. New developments since 1998 affecting GCOS were also
discussed then, and all remain valid this year. These include the strengthening link with the UNFCCC
COP/SBSTA process since 1998, the launch a UN system response to climate change, the proposed
involvement of the FAO (e.g., in cosponsoring GTOS), the emergence of GEOSS as an overarching
framework for development of GCOS, the establishment of WIGOS, the establishment of the GCOS
Cooperation Mechanism and Board, the changing role of the World Climate Programme and the
Climate Agenda, and the increased emphasis on adaptation to climate change in the last few years.
Revision of the MOU was explicitly postponed at the beginning of 2009 to allow for consideration of
the impact that the outcome of the World Climate Conference3 could have on the mission of GCOS.
The Sponsors have announced that the revision of the GCOS, GOOS, and GTOS MOUs is to be
handled as a topdown process. It is therefore not clear what influence the GCOS SC or Secretariat
will have on shaping the new MOU. However, this should not prevent the GCOS SC from providing
advice to the Sponsors. One early idea of crafting an overarching or umbrella MOU that would apply
to all three cosponsored observing systems appears no longer favored by the Sponsors. It is
envisaged that a new GCOS MOU could be in place before the end of 2010.
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12.2. Revising the GCOS Plan
The SC Chairman noted that he had urged high priority for revision of the original 1995 GCOS Plan at
each of the previous three SC sessions, but unfortunately, this task has not yet been able to be
completed. In light of the new developments affecting GCOS cited in section 12.1 above, it is now
more important than ever to update the GCOS Plan. The SC Chairman had prepared a first draft of
an updated Plan in 2007 but agreed that this draft now needs much work and falls short of being a
complete strategic plan for the future of GCOS
In discussion, it was proposed that the updated Plan should be renamed and perhaps called the
GCOS Strategic Plan or GCOS Strategy to avoid confusion with the “Implementation Plan in Support
of the UNFCCC.” The Plan should identify the most important activities in which the GCOS SC,
Panels, and Secretariat need to be involved in the next five years and should encompass the role for
GCOS that is foreseen for it as one of the pillars of the GFCS.
8

Action 47. Revising the GCOS Plan.
The SC requested the GCOS Secretariat to provide, at its
18th session, an updated version of the 1995 GCOS Plan. This document should outline the GCOS
science, service, and communication strategies and include a statement of work on the most
important issues on which the Secretariat should focus in the next five years. An annex assessing
what has been achieved and compiling the status of existing observing networks could be included.

13.

Strategic Issues for the Next Five Years

The Director of the GCOS Secretariat introduced this topic with a short presentation on what the
Director, SC Chairman, and Panel Chairs, in a brief meeting the day before SCXVII began, had
considered to be the most important things that the key GCOS bodies should be doing in the next five
years. The preliminary list included the following six items:
· Update the GCOS Plan (see 12.2);
· Define the GCOS role within the GFCS and promote GCOS within the framework of the UN
Delivering as One concept (see 9.2 and 9.3);
· Work on improving alignment with GEO/GEOSS (see 11.1 and 11.2);
· Strengthen links with sponsoring organizations and other key partners (see 5);
· Strengthen links with the UNFCCC (see 10.5); and
· Build up interaction with the IPCC (see 10.4).
All agreed that these were indeed important issues to be addressed, perhaps even to be completed
within the next two years. However, several SC members and other participants questioned the
nature of the items that were on the list. One comment that resonated with most was the observation
that the items listed were all “process oriented.” Not mentioned, for example, was the importance of
improving climate networks and access to data. Another member picked up on this point and
suggested that GCOS needs to define its priorities in terms of what needs to be done to improve
observations. This is the message the world wants to hear. Dr Tom Karl, by teleconference, agreed
with this point and proposed that GCOS develop a twotrack strategy, one for science and one for
services. He suggested that GCOS revisit the ECVs and try to classify them according to their
relative importance for science and services. He also proposed that GCOS closely link its work to the
needs of the IPCC, WCRP, and GFCS. The Executive Secretary of the IOC agreed and noted that
there is an upstream flow of observations for science needs and a downstream flow for services. He
believed the new strategy would require some thought, in particular because it will take “some doing”
at national and regional levels to properly organize activities.
A number of additional comments were made on the subject of climate services. The AOPC Chair
suggested that a definition of “service” was needed. In his view, the science community is one set of
users to whom services are provided. Other communities exist as well. An SC member suggested
that the term “climate services” is shorthand for purposeful observations. If this is understood, then
GCOS needs to be facilitating particular forms of services delivered to particular groups of users. This
would be in line with the services strategy proposed by Dr Karl. The Director of the GTOS Secretariat
noted that GTOS is undergoing a similar strategic planning process and, in doing so, trying to
8

Thoughts on the structure of an updated GCOS Plan emerged from the section 13 Strategic Issues discussion.
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determine how it can deliver on the needed services. He seemed to echo the point made above by
highlighting the difficulty of engaging with national entities.
Other members suggested that there is an important role for GCOS in adaptation and climate risk
management. The gaps in observations in developing countries that need to be filled to facilitate
adaptation planning should be a high priority for GCOS. The UNEP representative, noting that UNEP
is strongly involved with adaptation and that there appear to be opportunities for much greater GCOS
UNEP collaboration, wondered what specifically would happen when links with UNEP (and the other
Sponsors) were strengthened. UNEP needs to know how strengthening collaboration will benefit its
objectives.
The Chair of the OOPC recommended that in addition to the list above, which he suggested was
heavily weighted toward “upper management” and not toward cultivating the grass roots, GCOS
should develop a communication strategy. This strategy should reach more than just the Sponsors.
The SC Chairman stressed the importance of national coordination if observations are to be improved
in an efficient way. He noted that improving coordination was a big challenge even in developed
countries. Communicating an integrated vision of what we are trying to do can be frustrating, he
suggested, but this needs to be accomplished in an updated GCOS Plan. Once the Plan is updated,
it should be easier to express the GCOS strategy in simple messages that can be communicated to
various types of users.

14.

GCOS Work Programme to SCXVIII

14.1. Review of Draft Decisions and Actions
The Secretariat introduced a set of draft actions that had emerged in the first three days of the
session. The SC considered each of these items in turn and, in many cases, proposed modifications
or the merging of two of more actions into one. Some additional actions and recommendations were
also proposed. These actions and recommendations were endorsed for inclusion in the appropriate
sections of the Report and for presentation in consolidated form in Appendix IV. The SC requested
the Secretariat to extract from the session Report the essential Action Items and guidance appropriate
to each of the Panels and to assist the Panel Chairs in their followup activities.
Several additional pertinent comments were made during this review. The IOC will soon have a new
Executive Secretary, Dr Wendy Watson Wright. The Director of GOOS mentioned that it would be
important for the SC Chairman and/or GCOS Secretariat Director to speak to her early on so as to
make her aware of GCOS issues. Likewise, they may wish to speak to IOC Member States to seek a
budget line for GCOS similar to that of the WCRP.

14.2. Planning for Panel Sessions during 200910
The next session of the AOPC has been set for 2730 April 2010 in Geneva. The next session of
OOPC will take place from 1922 January at the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological
Laboratory (AOML) in Miami. The TOPC session, originally scheduled for November 2009, was
postponed. It has been rescheduled and will be held in Rome from 1012 March 2010.

14.3. Arrangements for SCXVIII
Dr Gisbert Glaser, on behalf of the IOC, issued a provisional offer to host the Eighteenth Session of
the SC at ICSU Headquarters in Paris, France. The SC accepted this offer. It was further agreed that
the session would be held either the week beginning 27 September 2010 or 4 October 2010. The
final dates will be determined by the Chairman and Secretariat Director as soon as possible after
checking on the availability of SC members and on possible scheduling conflicts. UNEP has also
expressed interest in hosting a future SC session, and the idea was canvassed of rotating sessions
among the four GCOS Sponsors.

15.

Other Business
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15.1. Transitional Arrangements for Chairing the Steering Committee
The SC was informed, in confidence, in its closing meeting that, subject to final approval by all
Sponsors, the current AOPC Chair, Dr Adrian Simmons, would become the new SC Chairman on 1
May 2010. It was subsequently determined that the formal handover date would be 1 January 2010
but that Dr Zillman would continue to represent GCOS and the new Chairman until Dr Simmons is in a
position to take over. Dr Zillman would thus represent GCOS at, inter alia, the November 2009 GEO
Plenary, the December 2009 COP15, the January 2010 American Meteorological Society Meeting,
and a series of WMO EC Working Group Sessions in the first few months of 2010.

15.2. General Steering Committee Membership and Related Issues
The SC met in camera, along with representatives of the Sponsors, to consider its advice to the
Sponsors on future membership of the Committee. The group was informed that one member, in
addition to the SC Chairman, will be rotating off the Committee after this session and that two
members would need to be replaced after the 2010 session. The SC reviewed a table of current
members and suggested some replacement candidates. Members were requested to send additional
suggestions for future members to the GCOS Secretariat, where a more complete list of candidate
members would be compiled. Early in 2010, the Secretariat, after consultation with the incoming
Chairman, will create a short list of names for consideration by the Sponsors.

16.

Close of the Session

The representatives of the Sponsors each made final statements. The representative of WMO
requested that SC members give the Sponsors their ideas on updating the GCOS MOU, especially
those on enhancing the governance and financing of GCOS. He also suggested the need for a
hydrological expert on the SC. The UNEP representative expressed the view of his UNEP colleagues
that GCOS remains a strong organization. He looked forward to enhanced collaboration with GCOS in
the future, and he congratulated Dr Zillman for a job well done as SC Chairman. The IOC
representative thanked Dr Zillman for his tireless advocacy for the oceans and welcomed the new
Chairman. He emphasized the need for an oceanographic presence on the SC. The Chairman
closed the session at approximately 1300 on 30 October 2009 with thanks to the Sponsors, the
Steering Committee members, invitees, and other participants. He especially thanked Dr Richter, Dr
Westermeyer, and the other members of the GCOS Secretariat for their work in organizing the
session. He wished the Steering Committee and all its members a successful year ahead.
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Appendix 2

AGENDA FOR SCXVII

1.

Opening of the Session
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2.

Report of the Director, GCOS Secretariat
2.1
2.2

3.

A Review of Secretariat Issues
Budget

Report of the Chairman
3.1
3.2
3.3

4.

Opening Remarks
Welcome by IOC on behalf of the Sponsors
Approval of Agenda
Arrangements for the Session (Richter/Westermeyer)

Report on activities since SCXVI
Major issues facing GCOS
Expectations of SCXVII

GCOS Panel Reports (45minute reports, including discussion, focusing on followup
to SC XVI action items and panel proposals for endorsement/decision by the
Steering Committee)
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Atmospheric Observation Panel for Climate
Ocean Observations Panel for Climate
Terrestrial Observation Panel for Climate
WOAP

5.

Sponsor Feedback and Guidance
5.1
WMO
5.2
IOC
5.3
UNEP
5.4
ICSU

6.

GCOS Annual Report

7.

Role of the Main Observing Systems Contributing to GCOS
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

8.

WMO Global Observing Systems (GOS, GAW, WHYCOS) Contributing to GCOS
GOOS, Including Outcomes of Ocean Obs 09 (Alverson/Fischer)
GTOS
Satellite Systems Contributing to GCOS
AMMA observations contributing to GCOS

Review of GCOS Implementation
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

A Review of “Progress Report on the Implementation of the GCOS in Support of the
UNFCCC 20042008”
GOSIC review
Regional Activities—ClimDev, UNDP, DFID, etc.
GCM and System Improvement Activities
Developing a Priority Project List for GCM Board Members
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9.

The Way Forward for GCOS after World Climate Conference3 (WCC3)
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4

10.

User Views on How GCOS Can Serve Their Needs in Light of the Outcome of WCC3
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6

11.

GCOS in Support of Water Resources and WCASP
GCOS Contribution to ACMAD Activities
GCOS in Support of WCRP and Other ESSP Programmes
GCOS in Support of IPCC: Improving the GCOSIPCC Interface
GCOS in Support of the UNFCCC
Preparation of IP09, Including Assessment of the Costs of GCOS Implementation

The GCOS Contribution to GEOSS
11.1
11.2
11.3

12.

A Review of the Outcomes of WCC3
A View of the Role of GCOS after WCC3
Promotion of GCOS
GCOS, Adaptation, and Development: Developing a Strategy

GCOS in the GEOSS Targets Statement and Work Plan
GEO Feedback to GCOS
GCOS Input to GEOVI and the 2010 Ministerial Summit

GCOS Governance
12.1
12.2

Revising the GCOS Memorandum of Understanding
Revising the GCOS Plan

13.

Strategic discussion of the 5 (or more) things GCOS could or should be doing in the next
5 years (for which extra funding will be needed)

14.

GCOS Work Programme to SCXVIII
14.1
14.2
14.3

15.

Other Business
15.1
15.2

16.

Review of Draft Decisions and Actions
Planning for Panel Sessions during 200910
Arrangements for SCXVIII (Suggestions from Members)

Transitional Arrangements for Chairing the Steering Committee (in Camera)
General Steering Committee Membership and Related Issues (In Camera)

Close of the Session
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AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS

Doc. No.
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.4a
3
4.1
4.3
4.4
5.1
6
7.1.2 INF
7.4.2
7.5
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4.1
8.4.2
9.1.1
9.1.2
9.2
9.4
9.4 INF
10.1.2
10.4
10.5
10.6
11.1
11.3
12.1
12.2
INF.1

Description
Opening Remarks (J. Zillman)
Agenda
Arrangements for the Session
Directions to IOCUNESCO
Report of the Chairman (J. Zillman)
Report of the Chair, AOPC (A. Simmons)
Report of the Chair, TOPC (H. Dolman)
Report of the Chair, WOAP (K. Trenberth)
Sponsor Feedback and Guidance: WMO (W. Zhang)
GCOS Annual Report (C. Richter/A. Kuhn)
WIGOS & the CoSponsored Observing Systems (Zillman)
Satellite Product Guidance (S. Bojinski)
AMMA Observations Contributing to GCOS (M. Kadi)
A Review of the Progress Report on the Implementation of GCOS (S. Bojinski)
GOSIC (H. Diamond)
GCOS Regional Activities (W. Westermeyer)
GCOS Cooperation Mechanism (G. Seiz)
System Improvement Activities (D. Thigpen)
WCC3 Overall Summary (S. Rösner)
A Review of the Outcomes of WCC3 (A. Simmons)
A View of the Role of GCOS after WCC3 (J. Zillman)
GCOS, Adaptation, and Development (W. Westermeyer)
Observing the Climate for Development (W. Westermeyer)
Climate and Water Needs for Climate Data and Information (Grabs/Bojinski)
GCOS in Support of IPCC (C. Richter)
GCOS in Support of UNFCCC (R. Lichte)
Preparation of IP09 (S. Bojinski)
GCOS in the GEOSS Targets Statement and Work Plan (J. Zillman)
GCOS Input to GEOVI and 2010 Ministerial Summit (J. Zillman)
Revising the GCOS MOU (C. Richter)
Revising the GCOS Plan (C. Richter)
Provisional List of Participants
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Appendix 4

CONSOLIDATED LIST OF ACTIONS

Action 1. Further Development of GCOS. The SC requested the Director of the GCOS Secretariat
to widely and promptly promulgate the advice and guidance of the Committee regarding the further
development of GCOS.
Action 2. Briefing for Executive Secretary of the IOC. The SC requested the Director to liaise with
appropriate IOC and GOOS contacts to arrange a briefing of the new Executive Secretary on the
mission of GCOS and on the complementary roles of GCOS and GOOS.
Action 3. Strengthening Communication with Sponsors. The SC requested the Director to
strengthen communication with the Sponsors and key partners and to arrange for annual reporting to
their respective executive and governing bodies on the progress of GCOS. It emphasized that this
should be done in a manner consistent with, and complementary to, the reporting responsibilities of
the SC Chairman.
Action 4. Role of the Chairman. The SC requested the Chairman to continue, as far as possible, to
promote GCOS in various fora and to maintain highlevel liaison with the executive heads and
governing bodies of the Sponsors on all matters related to the role and implementation of GCOS.
Action 5. Support for Incoming Chairman. The SC requested the outgoing Chairman to assist
with the transition to the new Chairman, who was expected to be formally announced before the end
of 2009 and to take over in the first half of 2010. It also requested the Secretariat to provide all
possible support for the incoming Chairman.
Action 6. Atmospheric Chemistry. The SC requested the AOPC to continue to place emphasis on
monitoring the availability of data related to atmospheric composition and on promoting the
improvement of coordination arrangements in both GAW and nonGAW networks, including
comprehensive and prompt submission of atmospheric chemistry observations to data centers.
Action 7. Coordination of GCOS Atmospheric Networks. The SC requested AOPC to work
closely with the WMO Commissions for Basic Systems, Atmospheric Sciences, and Climatology in
ensuring an integrated approach to definition and implementation of the GCOS atmospheric networks
in the context of WIGOS.
Action 8. Ocean Climate Services. The SC requested the Secretariat to take steps to ensure that
observations in support of ocean climate services are included as part of the GOOS/GCOS
contribution to the proposed new Global Framework for Climate Services.
Action 9. GOOS Contribution to the UNFCCC. The SC requested that, in reporting to, and in
interacting with, SBSTA on the implementation of GCOS, the Chairman and Secretariat should make
every effort to raise the profile of the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) regarding its particular
importance for climate, especially for climate prediction.
Action 10. Ocean Surface Wave Climatologies. The SC requested OOPC to consider, in liaison
with operational requirements for marine safety, the climate requirements for ocean surface wave
climatologies. In doing so, it should collaborate with the JCOMM DBCP.
Action 11. Sea Ice. The SC requested the OOPC to work with the JCOMM Expert Team on Sea Ice
(ETSI), WCRP, the Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW), and the International Ice Charting Working
Group (IICWG) to assess and improve sea ice products and observational requirements.
Action 12. Ocean Observations for Climate. The SC requested the OOPC to stress the benefits of
the GCOS to IOC Member States, e.g., at IOC Executive Council and Assembly sessions, in
particular bringing to their attention the importance of observations in Exclusive Economic Zones for
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understanding and predicting the evolution of the oceans and atmosphere and the importance
generally of ocean observations for climate.
Action 13. Converging Requirements for Ocean Observations. The SC requested that OOPC
explore more effective means for converging the multiple requirements for ocean observations, e.g.,
for operational oceanography, climate services, and climate data records for research, and also for
improving advocacy for such observations.
Action 14. Reversing the Decline of Hydrological Networks. The SC encouraged WMO and FAO
to ensure that the relevant resolutions of CHy (and other international mechanisms, e.g., GTNH and
WCC3) concerning maintenance of hydrological networks and the exchange of data are followed by
Member countries. It requested the GCOS Sponsors and other members of UN Water, e.g., FAO, to
use all available channels to urge the relevant agencies within countries to increase the availability of
hydrological observations for climate purposes.
Action 15. Carbon Observing System. The SC encouraged the chairs of TOPC, AOPC, and
OOPC to work together with the GTOS Terrestrial Carbon Observations Panel (TCO) and other
entities engaged in the IGCO/GEO Carbon Community of Practice to ensure that they follow the
GCOS Climate Monitoring Principles in the planning and implementation of the proposed carbon
observing system.
Action 16. Carbon Fluxes. The SC requested TOPC to explore the possibility and practicality of
adding terrestrial carbon fluxes as a new ECV in IP10. It requested that the TOPC Chair consult with
the OOPC Chair to see if this could be done for the oceans as well and recommended that the
Fluxnet community be consulted.
Action 17. Reference Network for Ecosystem Sites. The SC called for action to be taken, inter
alia, by the organizations behind FLUXNET and the CEOS Working Group on Calibration and
Validation to ensure the setup and coordination of a reference network of ecosystem sites covering
the main representative land cover and ecosystem types. It noted that such a network is urgently
needed to both comprehensively monitor physical and ecosystem variables and to ensure validation
and calibration of satellite observations, and urged its Sponsors to express this need at CEOS and
other relevant meetings.
Action 18. Collaboration with UNEP. The SC urged the GCOS Secretariat to enhance
communication and collaboration with UNEP, in particular, given the importance of observations in
support of UNEP activities related to adaptation to climate change.
Action 19. ICSU Institutional Support Meeting. The SC requested the Director of the Secretariat
to liaise with the ICSU representative regarding the possibility of participating in the ICSU Institutional
Support Meeting in the (northern) Spring of 2010.
Action 20. Letter to Sponsors. The SC requested the Chairman, when drafting his letter on the
progress of GCOS to the executive heads of the Sponsors, to express the Committee’s appreciation
for the feedback and guidance it has received from them. It also requested the Chairman to
reemphasize its view that the jointly sponsored nature of GCOS continues to be very important to its
effectiveness and to its credibility across the climate observation provider and user communities more
generally.
Action 21. Annual Report 20082009. The SC invited members to provide further input to the draft
Annual Report for 20082009. Following such input, it requested the Director to finalize the Report in
consultation with the Chairman. It requested the Chairman to send the final version, along with the
Report of SCXVII and budget proposal for the next few years, to the executive heads of the
sponsoring organizations before the end of 2009.
Action 22. GCOS Newsletter. The SC requested the GCOS Secretariat to ensure that the
Presidents and Vice Presidents of WMO Technical Commissions and Regional Associations are
informed of the availability of the GCOS Newsletter. The SC further requested the GCOS Secretariat
to liaise with the Sponsor Secretariats and with the GOOS and GTOS Secretariats to identify further
recipients of the Newsletter.
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Action 23. WIGOS Development. The SC requested the Director to work closely with the WMO
Observing and Information Systems Department on the future development of the climate component
of WIGOS, especially regarding observing system coordination mechanisms, collaboration on
standards development, requirements for climate observations, and improving access to climate
observation information.
Action 24. Status of ECVs. The SC requested the Panels to routinely update their assessment of
the status of the ECVs within their domains to ensure that the official lists of ECVs are consistent with
the latest expert assessments of needs and capabilities for climate observations.
Action 25. Terrestrial Framework Mechanism. The SC urged strong support for the proposed
framework for terrestrial observing systems for climate and requested strong technical representation
from TOPC, in collaboration with AOPC, in its development.
Action 26. CEOS Response to IP10. The GCOS Secretariat was requested to work with CEOS to
help shape the CEOS response to IP10, noting the existing CEOS Response to the GCOS92
“Implementation Plan” (IP04) and the need for an update of its Satellite Supplement (GCOS107) in
conjunction with IP10.
Action 27. Peer Review of Climate Data Sets. The SC called for further elaboration of the issue of
peer review of climate datasets with experts in WCRP, GOOS, and GTOS, noting that the next
meeting of the WOAP would be an appropriate forum to consider this subject.
Action 28. Satellite Data Sets and Products. The SC welcomed the launch of revisions of GCOS
128, Guidelines for the Generation of SatelliteBased Data Sets and Products, to incorporate in situ
datasets, and requested the GCOS Secretariat to circulate the revised draft to Steering Committee
members for comment and endorsement by March 2009.
Action 29. GCOS Representation at Space Agency Meetings. The SC requested that the Director
ensure appropriate GCOS representation in key space agency meetings dealing with climate matters
so as to continue the successful GCOS collaboration with the space agencies in their efforts to
address GCOS satellitespecific requirements.
Action 30. AMMA. The SC endorsed the objective of transitioning the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) project from research to operations. It supported a study on
establishing a comprehensive operational regional observing network for climate purposes and urged
CBS to facilitate this aim. The SC especially encouraged those who funded AMMA to explore the
possibility of continuing the funding of its most important observational elements for climate purposes.
Finally, the SC requested AOPC to assess, and advise on, the opportunity of adding the Bamako and
Pointe Noire stations to the GUAN.
Action 31. GOSIC. The SC encouraged its members to provide advice and recommendations for
improvements and/or enhancements to the GOSIC site. It endorsed GOSIC as a viable and active
data portal facility for the GCOS community of users and encouraged the use of GOSIC as a unifying
facility for the GCOS, GOS, GAW, GOOS, and GTOS programmes. The SC requested the
Secretariat to include a report on the status of GOSIC at annual sessions of the SC. Finally, it
encouraged the GCOS Sponsors and their various observing programmes to give more visibility to
GOSIC on their web sites.
Action 32. Regional Action Plans. The SC requested the GCOS Secretariat to develop a strategy
on how to facilitate the update and implementation of the GCOS Regional Action Plans, noting that it
was important to keep this issue before the Parties to the COP. It suggested communication with
UNDP to determine if it would consider supporting a series of “Belizetype” implementation strategy
meetings.
Action 33. Contribution to Regional Activities. The SC encouraged its members from developing
th
countries to prepare, for consideration at its 18 session, a strategic document on how the GCOS
Programme can better contribute to improvements in climate observing systems in their regions.
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Action 34. GCOS Cooperation Mechanism. The SC requested the Secretariat to liaise with GCOS
National Coordinators and known, likely GCOSlinked participants to arrange for a 2010 meeting of
the GCOS Cooperation Board. It noted that this meeting would likely be held in association with
SBSTA 33, where observations will again be on the agenda. The SC supported an annual meeting of
the GCB at appropriate SBSTA sessions.
Action 35. GCM Project Lists. The SC invited the TOPC and OOPC Chairs to identify priority
technical projects which could be considered for GCM funding in the same manner as atmospheric
domain projects are now considered.
Action 36. Future of the GCM. The SC requested the Secretariat, in consultation with the outgoing
and incoming Chairs, to explore options for the future development of the GCM. It requested that the
Secretariat take into account the actions agreed at the last GCB meeting, the recommendations of the
UNDP review of the RWP, possible funding bodies beyond the current GCB membership, and the
existing fundraising activities of the GCOS Sponsors. Consideration should be given to seeking
UNDP participation in further meetings of the Board (cf. Action 32).
Action 37. Role of GCOS in the GFCS. The SC asked the Chairman, Panel Chairs, and Secretariat
Director to draft a Concept Paper on the GCOS role in the proposed GFCS and to coordinate GCOS
input to the proposed GFCS Task Force, keeping the full SC informed on progress as appropriate. An
initial version of this paper should be completed by February/March 2010.
Action 38. Promotion of GCOS. The SC requested the Secretariat to give high priority to
development and implementation of a proactive strategy for promotion of GCOS.
Action 39. GCOS in Support of Development. The SC requested the Secretariat to further develop
a strategy for enhancing the GCOS role in support of social and economic development for
consideration at its next session.
Action 40. Importance of Hydrological Networks for Climate. The SC requested the Secretariat
to liaise with the WMO Climate and Water Department to develop an assessment of the status of
hydrological networks for climate purposes. It requested that, as far as possible, detailed information
on the current situation and plans should be made available for consideration at the 18th session of
the SC (cf. Action 14).
Action 41. Working with WCRP on GFCS. The SC urged the Director to work closely with her
WCRP counterpart in scoping the potential contribution of GCOS and WCRP to the proposed GFCS
and to climate research and applications more generally.
Action 42. Collaboration with IPCC. The SC requested the Secretariat to ensure active GCOS
representation at IPCC sessions during the preparation of the AR5. It asked that the report of the
GCOS observer at the Bali IPCC plenary sessions be provided for information and reaction to all SC
members.
Action 43. Collaborating with the UNFCCC. The SC requested the Secretariat to continue to
engage with the UNFCCC process and to give collaboration with the UNFCCC Secretariat a high
priority. It requested the Secretariat to watch for all opportunities to work with the UNFCCC
Secretariat to facilitate improvements in observing systems for climate.
Action 44. Finalization of IP10. The SC requested the Secretariat to assess the responses
received during the open review process for IP10 and to assist the SC Chairman, Panel Chairs, and
writing team members in finalizing the Plan, including, if necessary, a further meeting to complete the
task. It requested the Secretariat to circulate the final draft of IP10 to all SC members for
endorsement and approval for publication and release.
Action 45. Coordination with GEOSS. The SC encouraged the Chairman and Secretariat,
consistent with the limited resources of the Secretariat, to work closely with the GEO process to
ensure maximum harmonization, alignment, and coordination between the GEOSS and GCOS
mechanisms.
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Action 46. GCOS Representation in GEO Meetings. The SC endorsed the Chairman’s proposals
for participation in the forthcoming GEOVI Plenary. It also requested the Secretariat Director to liaise
closely with the Director of the GEO Secretariat to ensure strong GCOS representation in future GEO
Plenaries, Summits, and climaterelevant fora. It also requested the Director to work closely with the
Director of WCRP to achieve mutual understanding and alignment among GCOS, WCRP, and
GEOSS.
Action 47. Revising the GCOS Plan. The SC requested the GCOS Secretariat to provide, at its 18th
session, an updated version of the 1995 GCOS Plan. This document should outline the GCOS
science, service, and communication strategies and include a statement of work on the most
important issues on which the Secretariat should focus in the next five years. An annex assessing
what has been achieved and compiling the status of existing observing networks could be included.
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LIST OF GCOS PUBLICATIONS SINCE SCXVI
GCOS 125
(WCRP)

Report of the WOAPIII Meeting (Boulder, CO, USA, 29 September to
1 October 2008)

GCOS126
(WMO/TD No. 1464)

GCOS Annual Report 20072008

GCOS127
(WMO/TD No. 1477)

Practical Help for Compiling CLIMAT Reports

GCOS128
(WMO/TD No. 1488)

Guidelines for the Generation of Satellitebased Datasets and Products
Meeting GCOS Requirements
(GCOS Secretariat, March 2009)

GCOS129
(WMO/TD No. 1489)

Progress Report on the Implementation of the Global Observing System
for Climate in Support of the UNFCCC 20042008

GCOS130
(WMO/TD No. 1490)

Synthesis of National Report on Systematic Observation for Climate

GCOS131
(WMO/TD No. 1492)

Report of the First GCOS Reference Upper Air Network Implementation
and Coordination Meeting (GRUAN ICM1)
(Oklahoma City, USA, 24 March 2009)

GCOS132
(WCRP 6/2009)
(WMO/TD No. 1497)

Fifteenth Session of the GCOS/WCRP Atmospheric Observation Panel
for Climate (AOPCXV) – Conclusions and Recommendations
(Geneva, Switzerland, 2730 April 2009)

GCOS133
(WMO/TD No. 1498)

Summary Report of the Eleventh Session of the GCOS/GTOS Terrestrial
Observation Panel for Climate (TOPC)
(Rome, Italy, 2930 October 2008)

GCOS134
(WMO/TD No. 1506)

GRUAN Implementation Plan 20092013

GCOS135
(WMOTD No. 1511)

Report of the 4 GTNH Coordination Panel Meeting

GCOS136
(WMOTD No. 1514)

GCOS Annual Report 20082009

th
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GCOS LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACMAD
ADB
AfDB
AGG
AIACC
AMIP
AMMA
AOML
AOPC
APN
ASAP
ARM
ASECNA
AVHRR
AREP
AU
BAPMON
BOM
BSRN
CAS
CBD
CBS
CCCCC
CCD
CCD/A
CCl
CDAS
CEOP
CEOS
CGMS
CHy
CLIC
CLIMAT
ClimDev Africa
CLIPS
CLIVAR
CLW
CMA
CMM
COCOS
CONOPS
COP
COPES
CSD
DAO
DARE
DBCP
DFID
DIM
DWD

African Centre for Meteorological Applications for Development
Asian Development Bank
African Development Bank
AOPC Advisory Group on GSN and GUAN
Assessments of Impacts and Adaptation to Climate Change initiative
Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Atmospheric Observation Panel for Climate
AsiaPacific Network
Automated Shipboard Aerological Programme
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program
L’Agence pour la Sécurité de la Navigation Aérienne en Afrique et à
Madagascar
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Atmospheric Research and Environment Programme (WMO)
African Union
Background Air Pollution Monitoring Programme
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
Baseline Surface Radiation Network
Commission for Atmospheric Sciences
Convention on Biological Diversity
Commission for Basic Systems (WMO)
Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre
Convention to Combat Desertification
Climate Change Detection and Attribution
Commission for Climatology (WMO)
Climate Data Assimilation System
Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites
Commission for Hydrology (WMO)
Climate and Cryosphere Project (WCRP)
Report of monthly means and totals from a WWW land station
Climate for Development in Africa Programme
Climate Information and Prediction Services
Climate Variability and Predictability (WCRP)
WMO Climate and Water Department
China Meteorological Administration
Commission for Marine Meteorology
Coordination of Carbon Observing Systems
WIGOS Concept of Operations
Conference of the Parties (to UNFCCC)
Coordinated Observation and Prediction of the Earth System
Commission on Sustainable Development
Data Assimilation Office
Data Rescue (WCDMP project)
Data Buoy Cooperation Panel
Department For International Development (UK)
Data and Information Management
Deutscher Wetterdienst
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EC
EC
ECMWF
ECVs
EEZ
ENSO
ESA
ESSP
ETODRRGOS
ETSI
EUMETSAT
FAO
fAPAR
FCDR
G3OS
GAW
GAWSIS
GCB
GCO
GCOS
GCM
GCMPs
GDSIDB
GEF
GEMS
GEO
GEOSS
GEWEX
GFCS
GIP
GLIMS
GLOSS
GMDSS
GMES
GODAE
GOFC
GOFCGOLD
GOOS
GOS
GOSIC
GPCC
GPCP
GPS
GRDC
GRUAN
GSICS
GSN
GSNMC
GSSC
GTN
GTNE
GTNG
GTNH
GTNL
GTNP
GTNR

European Community
Executive Council (WMO)
European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts
Essential Climate Variables
Exclusive Economic Zone
El Niño/Southern Oscillation
European Space Agency
Earth System Science Partnership
Expert Team on Observational Data Requirements and Redesign of the
Global Observing System
Expert Team on Sea Ice
European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation
Fundamental Climate Data Record
GCOS, GOOS and GTOS
Global Atmosphere Watch
GAW Station Information System
GCOS Cooperation Board
Global Carbon Observation
Global Climate Observing System
Global Climate Model
GCOS Climate Monitoring Principles
Global Digital SeaIce Data Bank
Global Environment Facility
Global Environment Monitoring System
Group on Earth Observations
Global Earth Observation System of Systems
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
Global Framework for Climate Services
GCOS Implementation Plan
Global Land Ice Measurements from Space
Global Sea Level Observing System
Global Maritime Distress and Safety System
Global Monitoring for Environment and Security
Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment
Global Observation of Forest Cover
Global Observation of Forest and Land Cover Dynamics
Global Ocean Observing System
Global Observing System
Global Observing Systems Information Center
Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
Global Precipitation Climatology Project
Global Positioning System
Global Runoff Data Centre
GCOS Reference Upper Air Network
Global SpaceBased InterCalibration System
GCOS Surface Network
GSN Monitoring Centre
GOOS Scientific Steering Committee
Global Terrestrial Network
GTNEcosystems
GTNGlaciers
GTNHydrology
GTNLakes
GTNPermafrost
GTNRivers
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GTNSM
GTOS
GTS
GUAN
HALOE
HOPC
HWR
IAEA
IAOOS
ICOS
ICSU
ICPAC
ICPC
IFAD
IGBP
IGACO
IGAD
IGOS
IGOOS
IGOSP
IGOSS
IICWG
IHDP
iLEAPS
INCOIS
IOC
IOD
IODE
IOS
IRDR
ISO
IP04
IP10
IPCC
IPY
ISCCP
ISO
JCOMM
JCOMMOPS
JMA
JPO
JRC
LAI
LCA
MCDW
MECE
MOU
MPERSS
MSC
MSU
NAPAs
NASA

Global Terrestrial Network for Soil Moisture
Global Terrestrial Observing System
Global Telecommunication System
GCOS UpperAir Network
Halogen Occultation Experiment
Hydrological Observation Panel for Climate
Hydrology and Water Resources (Department, WMO)
International Atomic Energy Agency
Integrated Arctic Ocean Observing System
Integrated Carbon Observation System
International Council for Science
IGAD Climate Prediction and Application Centre
Interagency Coordinating and Planning Committee for Earth
Observations
International Fund for Agricultural Development
International GeosphereBiosphere Programme
Integrated Global Atmospheric Chemistry Observations (IGOS
Theme)
Intergovernmental Authority on Development (East Africa)
Integrated Global Observing Strategy
Intergovernmental Committee for GOOS
Integrated Global Observing Strategy Partnership
Integrated Global Ocean Services System
International Ice Charting Working Group
International Human Dimensions Programme
Integrated Land Ecosystem–Atmosphere Processes Study
Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
Indian Ocean Dipole
International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange
Initial Operational System (GCOS); Integrated Observing System (GOOS)
Integrated Research on Disaster Risk Programme IRDR
International Organization for Standardization
Implementation Plan for the Global Observing System for Climate in
Support of the UNFCCC (2004)
Implementation Plan for the Global Observing System for Climate in
Support of the UNFCCC (2010)
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
International Polar Year

International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
International Standards Organization
Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine
Meteorology
JCOMM Observing Platform Support Centre
Japan Meteorological Agency
Junior Professional Officer
Joint Research Centre (European Commission)
Leaf Area Index
LongTerm Cooperative Action
Monthly Climatic Data of the World
Monitoring of Extreme Climate Events
Memorandum of Understanding
Marine Pollution Emergency Response Support System
Meteorological Service of Canada
Microwave Sounding Unit
National Adaptation Programmes of Action
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (USA)
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NBCN
NCAR
NCDC
NCEP
NDACC
NGDC
NMHS
NMS
NOAA
NPOESS
NPP
NPP
NWP
OBS
OOPC
OPAG
OSEs
OSSEs
PAntOS
PAGES
PCOF
PECS
PICO
PMEL
POGO
PSC
QC
RAP
RBCN
RCOF
RRR
RWP
SAFs
SAG
SBI
SBSTA
SC
SHADOZ
SIA
SIP
SIT
SMOS
SOG
SOOP
SOOS
SPARC
SPREP
SST
START
SURFA
TAO
TCDR
TCO
TEMS
TOMS
TOPC

National Basic Climatological Network
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Climatic Data Center
National Centers for Environmental Prediction
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change
National Geophysical Data Center
National Meteorological and Hydrological Service
National Meteorological Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
Net Primary Productivity
NPOES Preparatory Project
Numerical Weather Prediction
WMO Observing and Information Systems Department
Ocean Observations Panel for Climate
Open Programme Area Group
Observing System Experiments
Observing System Simulation Experiments
PanAntarctic Observing System
Past Global Changes (within IGBP)
Polar Climate Outlook Forum
Programme on Ecosystem Change and Society
Panel for the Integration of Coastal Observations (GTOSGOOS)
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
Partnership for Observation of the Global Oceans
Polar Satellites Constellation
Quality Control
Regional Action Plan
Regional Basin Climate Network
Regional Climate Outlook Forum
Rolling Review of Requirements
Regional Workshop Programme
Satellite Application Facilities
Scientific Advisory Group (GAW)
Subsidiary Body for Implementation (UNFCCC/COP)
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice
(UNFCCC/COP)
Steering Committee
Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozonesondes
SeasonaltoInterannual Forecasting
SeasonaltoInterannual Climate Prediction
Strategic Implementation Team (CEOS)
Soil Moisture Observing System
Statement of Guidance
Ships of Opportunity Programme
Southern Ocean Observing System
Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
SeaSurface Temperature
System for Analysis, Research and Training
Surface Flux Analysis Project
Tropical AtmosphereOcean Array
Thematic Climate Data Record
Terrestrial Carbon Observations
Terrestrial Ecosystems Monitoring Sites
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
Terrestrial Observation Panel for Climate
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ToR
TOVS
TRITON
TSP
UKMO
UNEP
UNESCO
UNFCCC
UOP
UTLS
USGS
VCP
VOS
VOSClim
WCC3
WCDMP
WCP
WCRP
WDC
WDCGG
WGCCD
WGCV
WGNE
WGSP
WHYCOS
WIGOS
WIS
WMO
WOAP
WRAP
WWW
XBT

Terms of Reference
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
Triangle TransOcean Buoy Network
Technical Support Project
United Kingdom Meteorological Office
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
Upper Ocean Panel (WCRP/CLIVAR)
Upper Troposphere Lower Stratosphere
United States Geological Survey
Voluntary Cooperation Programme
Voluntary Observing Ship(s)
Voluntary Observing Ships Climatology Programme
Third World Climate Conference
World Climate Data and Monitoring Programme
World Climate Programme
World Climate Research Programme
World Data Centre
World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases
Working Group on Climate Change Detection
Working Group on Calibration and Validation (CEOS)
Working Group on Numerical Experimentation
Working Group on Surface Pressure
World Hydrological Cycle Observing System
WMO Integrated Global Observation System
WMO Information System
World Meteorological Organization
WCRP Observation and Assimilation Panel
Worldwide Recurring ASAP Project
World Weather Watch (WMO)
Expendable BathyThermograph
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GCOS Secretariat
Global Climate Observing System
c/o World Meteorological Organization
7 bis, Avenue de la Paix
P.O. Box No. 2300
CH1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 730 8275/8067
Fax: +41 22 730 8052
Email: gcosjpo@wmo.int
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